<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday, Mar 18, 2024</td>
<td>ACJS Budget, Finance, and Audit Committee Meeting</td>
<td>McCormick Boardroom, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM - 4:00 PM CDT</td>
<td>ACJS Executive Board Meeting Tuesday</td>
<td>Mobley, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM - 4:00 PM CDT</td>
<td>ACJS Assessment Workshop- Pre-Registration required</td>
<td>Continental Room B, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM - 5:30 PM CDT</td>
<td>ACJS Meeting Registration Tuesday</td>
<td>8th St. N Reg Counter, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM - 6:00 PM CDT</td>
<td>ACJS Doctoral Summit Orientation (By Invitation Only)</td>
<td>Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM - 7:00 PM CDT</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall Tuesday Set Up</td>
<td>Continental Room A, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM - 5:30 PM CDT</td>
<td>Crimmigration Research: A community research approach</td>
<td>Salon A-3, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM - 6:30 PM CDT</td>
<td>Networking in the Digital Age (Doctoral Summit Closed Session)</td>
<td>Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM - 8:30 PM CDT</td>
<td>Alpha Phi Sigma Executive Board Meeting</td>
<td>Salon A-4, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACJS/Sage Professional Development Teaching Workshop - Pre-Registration required</td>
<td>Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Managing Stress and Maintaining Sanity (Doctoral Summit Closed Session)
Speaker(s):
Presenter: Heather L. Pfeffer, University of Baltimore
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 110

Wednesday, March 20, 2024
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM CDT

ACJS New Attendee Breakfast: If this is your first or second meeting, please feel free to attend.
Location: Continental Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 111

7:30 AM - 5:30 PM CDT

ACJS Meeting Registration Wednesday
Location: 8th St. N Reg Counter, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 112

8:00 AM - 9:15 AM CDT

ACJS Ethics Committee Meeting
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 113

Racial Disparities in Sentencing Decisions
Analyses of Drug Related Disparities Using Official Data in Oklahoma over the Past 40 Years
Author: James Hurst, Northeastern State University
Author: Britt Fitzgerald, Northeastern State University
Author: Richard C Heffers, University of Texas at Tyler

Inequality in the Imposition of Long Sentences in U.S. District Courts
Author: Cassia Spohn, Arizona State University

Racial/ethnic threat hypothesis and sentencing decisions: Findings from two northeastern states
Author: Karren Jordan

Unequal Consequences: Wrongful Convictions and Minorities in the United States
Author: Walter Dunn, N-TOUCH News

Location: Salon C6, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 131

Research on Community Corrections & Reentry
Community Corrections, Efficiency, Questions, and Just Changes
Author: Ted Ellis, University of Arizona Global Campus

Criminal Record Stigma, Employment, and Intersectionality: An Experimental Study
Author: Emily D. Speyer, Texas State University School of Criminal Justice & Criminology

Improving Client Services in Community Corrections: Unmasking and Solving Impediments to Evidence-Based Practices
Author: Maria Paparozzi, University of North Carolina at Pembroke

Negotiating Parole: Do Repeat Players Fare Better?
Author: Javier Ramos, Sam Houston State University
Author: Stuti Subbaiah Kokkodera, Sam Houston State University
Author: Victor I. Rivera-Lagual, Sam Houston State University
Author: Victoria Rivera Lagalis, Sam Houston State University

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 133

Informed and Equitable Justice: Transforming Procedures and Safety
Grassroots NGOs in Assistance to Incarcerated People and Their Families
Author: Cynthia B. Zhang, Evergreen Campus LLC

Pursuing equitable justice for families, schools, communities, and marginalized populations and individuals
Author: Samuel Munroe, His Worship

Traveling while Trans: Interactions of Trans/Non-Binary Folks with TSA
Author: Maureen Gutman, Providence College
Author: Brian Toadoes, Illinois State University

Working Toward a Trauma-Informed Justice System: A Mindwalk with Notable Experts
Author: Giuseppe M Fazio, Monmouth University

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 135

Perspectives on Hate Crimes and Extremism
A Content Analysis of the Potential Violence Encounters on New Age Social Media Platforms
Author: Paige Sidders, Kennesaw State University
Author: Beverly Roesch, Kennesaw State University

American Desensitization: Reduced Reporting of Religious & Minority Hate Crimes
Author: Gabriel A Goldberg, DePaul University/Criminology Department

 Hate Crimes in Media: A Content Analysis of Media Headlines
Author: Benjamin McElroy, Marshall University
Author: Leslie-Dawn Quick, Marshall University

The Psychology of Conspiracy and Its Relationship to Radicalization and/or Extremism
Moderator & Discussant: Psychology Club, Tiffin University
Discussant: Dr. Tree Harris, Tiffin University
Discussant: Dr. Lisa Daughtery, Tiffin University
Discussant: Emily Chavatte, Tiffin University
Discussant: Adjay Wilcox-Miller, Tiffin University
Discussant: Alzah-Yeung, Tiffin University
Discussant: Sarah Pennington, Tiffin University
Discussant: Maya Burggraf, Tiffin University

Location: Willford Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 129
Advanced Technology and the Evolving Landscape of Cybercrime and Cybersecurity

Author: Nicholas Kolly, Catapult, Inc.

Comprehensive Examination of Cybercriminal Group Dynamics and Cyber Weapons: Insights from Cyberintelligence Data

Author: Marcus Miller Toro-Arenas, Southern Illinois University}

Robotic Police Patrols: Balancing Crime Prevention Efficacy with Cybersecurity and Civil Liberties Concerns

Author: Kyung-Shick Choi, Boston University

The Dawn of Cybercrime in Quantum Computing

Author: Sanata Shety, Boston University

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 132

Social Controls, Neutralization, and Self-Control: New Directions in Research on Control Mechanisms and Criminal Involvement

"They Let Themselves Be Used": Neutralizing Victims of State Violence

Author: Melissa E Baulot-Coyner, University of Massachusetts Lowell

Are you still tagging?: A longitudinal qualitative examination of street taggers’ use of Neutralization techniques

Author: Arthur Gregory Vasquez, University of Texas at Dallas

The Ties that Bind Us to Society: Patterns, Social Bonds, and Antisocial Behavior

Author: Matthias Wroecker, University of Nebraska at Kearney

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 127

Underserved and Incarcerated: Addressing the Needs of Vulnerable Populations in Prison

Periods of Neglect: A Scoping Review of Feminine Hygiene Product Provision Among Incarcerated Women

Author: Douglas Routh, Weber State University

Psychosocial Determinants of Health Care Among Formerly Incarcerated Women in Three Major Louisiana Southern Towns

Author: Geraldine Ducrot, Southern University and A&M College

Author: Alarice Davis, Texas Southern University

Author: Alberta none Robertson, Southern University and A&M College

Author: Ashley Nicole Maryland, Southern University and A&M College

Author: Glenda A. Higginbotham, Texas Southern University/AJ Program

Public Perspectives on Elder Abuse Within the Prison System

Author: Jane C. Dauphin, University of Alabama

The Parenting Skills Observation Guide: Measuring Parenting Skills During Supervised and Monitored Visitation

Author: Julie Raines, Marist College

Author: Dara Harsen, Marist College

Understanding Identity Challenges Faced by Incarcerated Transgender Individuals: Analyzing State Statutes and their Practice Implications

Author: Samuel Owen, Weber State University

Author: Douglas Routh, Weber State University

Location: Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 130

Political Unrest in West Africa: The Dominance of Military Regimes

Speaker(s): Discussant: Olumuyiwa E. Soyede, Texas Southern University - Center for Justice Discussion: James F Keende, Texas Southern University

Moderator: Declan Iheduzie Ogbuijwu, Texas Southern University

Discussion: Semira Ibrahim, Texas Southern University

Discussion: Emmanuel Ben-Eden, Clark Atlanta University

Moderator: Robert Maper, Texas Southern University

Discussion: Akem Lee, Texas Southern University

Location: C, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 114

Preparing for Academic Leadership Roles: Training, Mentorship, and Networking to Support Success

Moderator: Joseph Scharf, Arizona State University

Discussion: Bita Kim, Sam Houston State University

Discussion: Camille Gibson, Prairie View AM University

Discussion: Sujung Cho, Discussion: Sarah Kuehn, Slippery Rock University

Discussion: Breanne Peggenkuhle, Southern Illinois University

Discussion: Beth M. Huebner, Bowling Green State University

Location: C, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 117

Recommendations to improve the content offered in physical security programs.

Moderator & Discussion: Dashi Oguz, Montana Valley CC Discussion: Jeff Rush, The University of South Alabama

Discussion: Mark H Beaudry, Worcester State University

Discussion: Frank Plunkett, Peirce College

Location: C, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 115

Law and Public Policy Section Showcase Panel One: Research on Policing in America

Speaker(s): Author: Arthur Garrison, Kutztown University

Location: C, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 123
The Criminal Trial Process and the Americans with Disabilities Act

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Michael L. Perlin, New York Law School

The ADA: Criminal Procedure and Therapeutic Jurisprudence
Author: Michael L. Perlin, New York Law School

Exposing Title II of the ADA to Criminal Proceedings through Civil Litigation
Author: Deborah A. Duvall, Disability Rights Connecticut/University of Connecticut School of Law

The ADA in the Pretrial Process: Safeguards and Ongoing Concerns for Arrestees with Mental Illness
Author: Allan J. Lynch, EOG

Claims for Death Row Inmates and the ADA
Author: Taisa Hermon, Niagara University

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 119

ACJS Corrections Section Research

Speaker(s):
Chair: Robert Hare, University of Louisiana at Monroe

"Executing the Rehabilitation Orientations of the Correctional Officer Workforce: Implications for Recruitment and Hiring Practices"
Author: Alexander J. Burton, The University of Texas at Dallas Author: Cheryl Johnson, Xavier University Author: William Miller, University of Cincinnati

"The Mental Health and Wellness of Correctional Officers in Canada: Programs and Practices"
Author: Rosemary Ricciardelli, Memorial University of Newfoundland Author: Marcela Cassiano, University of Winnipeg

"Gender and the Release from Jail: Predicting the Likelihood of a Prisoner Violation versus a New Offense"
Author: Kerry M. Richmond, Concordia University Author: Jeremy Schwartz, Loyola University, Maryland

"Measuring Racism Among Mental Health Court Participants Using the Wisconsin Risk Need Assessment Tool"
Author: Durand Renteria, Texas A&M University-San Antonio

"An Assessment of Psychological Distress Symptoms and Accessing Mental Health Treatment Among Incarcerated Persons"
Author: Kathryn Fritz, Texas State University

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 113

Navigating the Job Market - Part 1 (Doctoral Summit Closed Session)

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Heather L. Pfeifer, University of Baltimore Presenter: Desanna M. Button, Stockton University Presenter: Monica Summers, CSU Fresno Presenter: Courtney Porter, Varyngton University

Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 112

Innovative Approaches Being Used to Overcome Police Recruitment Challenges Amid Negative Public Perception of Police

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Steve Romero, Tarleton State University Author: Olga Semukhina, Tarleton State University

Location: Wilford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 120

Cutting Edge Evaluation Research on Gunshot Detection Technology

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Eric L. Piza, Northeastern University

Crime Prevention Effect of the Staggered Deployment of Gunshot Detection Technology in Chicago, IL
Author: Nathan Correale, University of Tampa Author: Eric L Piza, Northeastern University Author: Rachael Arietti, John Jay College of Criminal Justice Author: George Mohler, Boston College Author: Jeremy Carter, Indiana University—Purdue University Indianapolis

The Variably of a Gunshot Detection Technology Program to Respond to and Combat Gun Violence
Author: Daniel Lawrence, CNA Corporation

Gunshot Detection Systems and Reductions in Reported Gunfire by Community Members: Reducing Gunfire or Reducing Reporting?
Author: Dennis Mares, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Author: Reza Poulet, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

A Matched Quasi-Experiment of the Effect of Gunshot Detection Technology on Gun Recovery and Case Clearance in Chicago, IL
Author: Eric L Piza, Northeastern University Author: Nathan Correale, University of Tampa Author: Rachael Arietti, John Jay College of Criminal Justice Author: George Mohler, Boston College

Location: Wilford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 124

Findings from an Automated Appointment Reminder System for People on Probation

Speaker(s):
Proposal Contact: Sam Scaggs, RTI International Author: Pamela Latimore, RTI International Author: Kim Janda, RTI International Author: Nicole Jasperson, RTI International

Reducing Reoffending and Risks of Probation Violation Using a Community-Based Reminder System: Insights from a Randomized Controlled Trial
Author: Christine Lindquist, RTI International Author: Rye Labrosse, RTI International Author: Wesley Tucker, RTI International Author: Amy Allen, RTI International Author: Stephen Tucker, RTI International

Incorporating the Perspectives of Formerly Incarcerated People in an Evaluation of Reentry Planning Technology
Author: Hannah Cortina, RTI International Author: Megan Nye, RTI International Author: Christine Lindquist, RTI International Author: Sam Scaggs, RTI International

Incorporating Capacity Building into Evaluability Assessments to Elevate a Program’s Evaluation Readiness
Author: Wesley Tucker, RTI International Author: Sam Scaggs, RTI International Author: Hannah Cortina, RTI International Author: Amy Allen, RTI International Author: Nicole Jasperson, RTI International Author: Laura Rasmussen Foster, RTI International

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 121

American True Crime and the Academy

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: James F. Marquart, Texas Christian University Discussant: Frank Wilson, Indiana State University Discussant: Nicky Piquero, University of Miami Discussant: Scott Belshaw, University of Dayton Discussant: Joshua Long, UMass Lowell
Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 118
AI and Chat GPT: Promises and Pitfalls
Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Tiffany Kraghs, Yavapai College  Discussant: Celia Sporer, Queensborough Community College - City University of New York  Discussant: David Tyler, University of Arkansas at Little Rock  Discussant: Suzanne St. George, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 116

8:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT

ACJS/Sage Professional Development Teaching Workshop - Pre-Registration required
Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 108

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM CDT
Coffee Bar Wednesday Morning
Location: Lower Level Foyer and 3rd Floor Foyer, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 134

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM CDT
Exhibit Hall Wednesday
Location: Continental Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 137

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM CDT
Alpha Phi Sigma Wednesday Breakout
Location: Grand Traditon, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 136

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM CDT
Alpha Phi Sigma Wednesday Breakout
Location: Continental Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 137

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM CDT
ACJS Teaching, Learning, and Scholarship General Business Meeting
Location: Lake Huron, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 151

Fawn Panel Title

- Gun Control: Ideology & Evidence
  Author: Andrew Stover, West Virginia University
- Historical Trauma Theory: Implications for Research and Criminal Practice
  Author: Jonathan Appel, Tiffin University
- The Use of a Comparative Case Study in Criminal Justice Research
  Author: Vicki Lindsay, National University

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 156

Leadership, Communities, and Connections: Lens of Transformation
A Preliminary Analysis of Federal Funding Distributed for Criminal Justice Research in the United States
Author: Adam Karl Matz, University of North Dakota

Business Improvement Districts and the Production of Public Safety for Profit
Author: Laila Johnson, American University

Media Consumption and Support for Gun Control
Author: Sarah Britto, California State University Dominguez Hills, Author: Krystal Noga-Styron, Central Washington University - Department of Law and Justice

Slacktivism or activism? Sentiments of online social movements in the push for social change
Author: Kacy Bleecker, University of Houston-Downtown, Author: Amanda Murdock, University of South Florida

The Quest for Superman: Understanding Community Violence Through the Lens of the Drill Music Subculture
Author: Joseph Stockland, Jane Addams College of Social Work

The Role of Local Leadership in the Individual Perception of Safety
Author: Hoa Thi, Pennsylvania State University

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 153

Cybercrime Victimization in the Digital Age: From Vulnerable Populations to Cryptocurrency and Dark Web Dynamics

Cybercrime victimization and offending: A critical examination between users and non-users of the Dark Web
Author: Raymond Douglas Parin, University of Southern Indiana, Author: Mohammed Aligadani, Texas A&M International University

Has COVID-19 Changed the Demographic Factors of Criminals? Evidence from Time Series Analysis
Author: Sunmin Hong, Sunmin Hong

Online Victimization of Digital Natives: A Cross-Cultural Analysis
Author: Abnete Kula, University of Tennessee, Author: Oguz Satm Dayioglu, Middle East Technical University College, Author: Elif Kula, Fulton Science Academy

Pig Butchering Scams: A Global Surge and its Cryptocurrency Underpinnings
Author: Elin M. Stephens, Boston University - Metropolitan College, Author: Kyung-Shick Choi, Boston University

Why are the elderly not reporting cybercrime victimization?
Author: Sumita Das, John Jay College of Criminal Justice / Graduate Center, City University of New York

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 155
**The Rationality of Offending: A Matter of Context**

*Contemporary Deterrence in Youth Offending: Moving Flexibly and Certainly Toward Services, Not Cells*

Author: Alana Steele, Murray State University

*Indicators of a Criminal Trauma in a Sample of Incarcerated Offenders*

Author: Peter B Wood, Crime & Justice Research Alliance

*Perceived Behavioral Options in an Assault Scenario Among Male and Female Incarcerated and College Samples*

Author: Jeff Boudreau, Iowa State University

Author: Nicole Niebuhr, University of West Florida

Author: M. Lyn Ewun, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 157

---

**Varieties of Strain and Their Consequences**

*Examining Combat Exposure's Impact on the Wellness Dimensions of Post-Vietnam Era U.S. Veterans*

Author: Hoda Eslafadi, University of Texas at Dallas

*Incorporating Social Psychological Strain within Elliott's Integrated Model of Delinquency*

Author: Matthew Johnson, Texas A&M Corpus Christi

*Theoretical Explanations of K-12 School Shootings in the United States: A Case-Control Approach*

Author: Yana Gaudette, Michigan State University

Author: Steven Cherrelli, Michigan State University

Author: Joshua D Freilich, John Jay School of Criminal Justice, CUNY

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 152

---

**The Role of Psychology and Addiction in Criminological Theory**

*Examining the relationship between the Big Five personality traits and criminal justice outcomes.*

Author: Michael Terenyi, University of Texas at Arlington

Author: Krysta N Koea, University of Cincinnati

Author: Sarah A El Sayed, University of Texas at Arlington

Location: Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 154

---

**Joint Criminal Justice Endeavors: Research and Policy in Korea and the U.S.**

*Incorporating Social Psychological Strain within Elliott's Integrated Model of Delinquency*

Author: Alana Steele, Murray State University

Moderator & Discussant: Jean Choe, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice

Discussant: Tae-Hoon Ho, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice

Discussant: Young Ho, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice

Discussant: Nonghwa Kim, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice

Discussant: Jay Allon, Virginia Commonwealth University

Discussant: Richard R Bennett, American University

Discussant: Prabha Unnithan, Colorado State University

Discussant: Aida V Merlo, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Discussant: Philip Reichel, University of Northern Colorado

Discussant: Sanja Kunjik Ivkovic, Michigan State University

Discussant: Jung Gerber, Sam Houston State University

Discussant: Camille Gibson, Prairie View A&M University

Discussant: Sarah Kuehn

Discussant: Oko Elechi, Mississippi Valley State University

Discussant: Lucy Tsado, Lamar University

Discussant: Alaba Oludare, Alcorn University

Discussant: Paschal Ezeihuoma, University of Pittsburgh

Discussant: Abiodun PhD Parents: Balancing Parenthood and the Academy

Moderator & Discussant: Denise Paquette Booth, University of Texas at Dallas

Discussant: Stacy Malliscoat, Cal State Fullerton

Discussant: Jennifer VanRheem, Wayne State University

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 144

---

**Impacts of Money Politics on Administration of Justice in Nigeria and Ghana: A comparative Analysis**

*Examining the relationship between the Big Five personality traits and criminal justice outcomes.*

Author: Irene Okeyo, Virginia State University

Discussant: Festus Obi, East Texas Baptist University

Discussant: Nana Desby, Virginia State University

Discussant: Ibedevo Omurhuen, Texas Southern University

Discussant: Ojo Elishi, Mississippi Valley State University

Discussant: Lucy Teado, Lamar University

Discussant: Alade Odunfune, Alcorn University

Discussant: Paschal Ezeduomma, University of Pittsburgh

Discussant: Abdur Raufu, Southern University and A & M College, Louisiana

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 143

---

**The Revolution has been "Partially" Televised, Donald Trump Indictments: Implications for Teaching Criminal Justice Students**

*Examining the Impact of Incarceration on Individuals with Mental Health Concerns*

Author: Heather Marie Warfield, Aurora University

Author: Madison Waggoner, Aurora University

Location: Salon C6, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 146

---
Aspects of the Psychological Climate of Correctional Facilities and Effects on Correctional Staff

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Eric Lambert, Indiana University Northwest

- The Connection of Commitment with Turnover Intent with U.S. Jail Staff
  Author: James Walls, Eastern Kentucky University
  Author: Eric Lambert, Indiana University Northwest
  Author: Kevin Minor, Eastern Kentucky University
  Author: Monica Solinis-Sauders, Indiana University Northwest
  Author: Nancy Hogan, Ferris State University
  Author: Shannon Barton, Indiana State University

- Police Dynamics with Neurodiversity
  Author: Nancy Hogan, Ferris State University
  Author: Eric Lambert, Indiana University Northwest
  Author: Shannon Barton, Indiana State University
  Author: David R. White, Ferris State University
  Author: Monica Solinis-Sauders, Indiana University Northwest

- The Association of Organizational Trust with Burnout among Chinese Correctional Staff
  Author: Guanmei Jiang, Wayne State University
  Author: Eric Lambert, Indiana University Northwest
  Author: Jianhong Liu, University of Macau
  Author: Jianru Zhang, University of Macau
  Author: Monica Solinis-Sauders, Indiana University Northwest

Location: Willford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 148

Evidence-based Interventions: The Every Student Success Act

Speaker(s):

Moderator: Doris Kriakoulas-Bestman, Alabama A&M University
Discussions: Cole Stewart, Alabama A&M University
Discussions: Anthony Ramadan, Alabama A&M University
Discussions: Taylor Wingo, Alabama A&M University
Discussions: Denezole Hi, Alabama A&M University

Author & Chair: Camille Renee Quinn, University of Michigan

- Evidence-based Interventions: The Every Student Success Act

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 140

Navigating the Job Market - Part 2 (Doctoral Summit Closed Session)

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Heather L. Pfeifer, University of Baltimore
Presenter: Deanna M. Button, Stockton University
Presenter: Monica Summers, CSU Fresno
Presenter: Courtney Porter, Weymouth University

Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 138

System-Involvement of Black Youth/Emerging Adults: Identifying Risk and Protective Factors to Generate Alternatives to Detention/Incarceration

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Camille Renee Quinn, University of Michigan

- Invisible Wounds and Resilient Bonds: A Narrative Study Investigating the Impact of Youth Incarceration on Black Family Life
  Author: Durrell M. Washington Sr., University of Chicago

- "How to Find a Way to Maintain": Emerging Adult Black Men and Criminal Resistance in an Urban Community
  Author: Charles Lee, III, Columbus University

- "Inhumane" and "Irreconcilable": Exploring the Experiences of Black Crossover Girls
  Author: Shireen Simons-Horton, University of New Hampshire

- Black Girls’ Violent Offending Behavior in the Context of Social Domains
  Author: Evelyn Coker, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  Author: Bo-Kyung Elisabeth Kim, University of Los Angeles, California

- A New Community Solution and Alternative to Juvenile Incarceration
  Author: Sujeeta Menon, Change Happens

Location: Wilford Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 145

Police Dynamics with Neurodiversity

Speaker(s):
Author: lei Sylvestre, University of Wisconsin Superior

Location: Wilford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 140

Roundtable: Assessing the Reliability of Fingerprint Development

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: David Robinson, North Carolina Agricultural and State University
Discussions: Brandon Smith, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
Discussions: Jaden Masol, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
Discussions: Christian Shelton, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
Discussions: Allison Wilson, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University

Location: Wilford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 141

How to Reimagine Policing, One Year Later: NSF Build and Broaden Team Panel

Speaker(s):
Chair: Natasha C. Pratt-Harris, Morgan State University

- The Black Lens within the Police and Community Engagement Model and Police Training by Black People
  Author: Paul Archibald, College of Staten Island
  The City of University of New York
  Author: Kevin Daniels, Morgan State University
  Author: Natasha C. Pratt-Harris, Morgan State University

- Situational Policing as the Conceptual Framework within the Reimagined Police Mandate
  Author: Natalha C. Pratt-Harris, Morgan State University
  Author: Kevin Daniels, Morgan State University
  Author: Henry Brownstein, West Virginia University
  Author: Paul Archibald, College of Staten Island
  The City of University of New York

- Participatory Action Research within the Reimagined Police-Neighborhood Mandate: One Year Later
  Author: Tyjuan Rice, Morgan State University
  Author: Andrea Clark, Morgan State University
  Author: Christina Williams, Morgan State University
  Author: Tiffany Jones, Morgan State University
  Author: Natasha C. Pratt-Harris, Morgan State University

- Community Violence and the Police Mandate: The Build and Broaden Team’s Assessment of Violence and the Strong Neighborhood Mandate
  Author: James J. Nolan, West Virginia University
  Author: Natasha C. Pratt-Harris, Morgan State University
  Author: Paul Archibald, College of Staten Island
  The City of University of New York
  Author: Kevin Daniels, Morgan State University
  Author: Christina Williams, Morgan State University
  Author: Andrea Clark, Morgan State University
  Author: Tiffany Jones, Morgan State University

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 148
Latina/o/x Criminology and Justice: Pedagogy, Curriculum, Representation, and Reflections

Speaker(s): Chair: April D. Fernandes

- Exploring feelings of belonging and membership of CUNY noncitizen students
  Author: Shirley P. Laybo

- Started from the Bottom: New We're Here: Reflections of a Latina Scholar-Activist
  Author: Xavi Perez

- United We Stand: Navigating Research as a Black Latina Early Career Scholar
  Author: Serita Whiting, Prairie View A&M University

- Embracing Abolition
  Author: Felicia Arriaga, Baruch College, CUNY

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 147

ACJS Program Reviewer Training - Pre-registration required.

Speaker(s): Author: Janice Joseph, Richard Stockton College of New Jersey  Author: Christine Tartaro  Author: Jay Albanese, Virginia Commonwealth University  Author: Amy Poland, St. Joseph's College

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 158

Examining Public Support and the Application of the Death Penalty

- My Debt to Society Paid in Full: An In-Depth Analysis of Volunteers' Last Words
  Author: Tiara Allahh James, Auburn University

- Chinese Criminal Justice Professionals' Death Penalty Opinion and Justifications: An Empirical Examination
  Author: Min Li, University of Tennessee

- Evaluating the Whipping of the Heinous, Atrocious, and Cruel Aggravating Factor on Capital Sentencing
  Author: John K. Cochran, University of South Florida  Author: Courtney Weber, University of South Florida  Author: Dwayne Smith, University of South Florida  Author: Beth Bjergaard, University of North Carolina at Charlotte  Author: Sondra Fogel, University of South Florida

Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 168

Community Colleges, Service, and Experiential Learning 1

- Assessing the Impact: Students, agency administrators, and participants reflect on student led victim awareness events.
  Author: Ronda Shepherd Engstrom, Davis & Elkins College  Author: Alicia Kelley, Davis & Elkins College  Author: Kathryn Caudill, Davis & Elkins College  Author: Morgan Perry, Davis & Elkins College

- Examining Perceptions and Experiences of Culturally Responsive Faculty Development
  Author: Kandace Hurst, Center for Justice Research  Author: Jasmine Drake, Center for Justice Research

- Immersion-Based Community Engagement – A Pathway Forward
  Author: Baran Dyer, Northeastern University

- L.I.F.E.: Wrongful Conviction Investigation in a Senior Capstone Course
  Author: Jessica Ziegler, Lourdes University  Author: Kristin Bochowski, Lourdes University

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 170

The Consequences of Colorism in Criminal Justice

- Colorism in the Criminal Justice System: A Scoping Review
  Author: Torsha Jones, Grand Valley State University

- Examining Criminalization of Contemporary Black Civil Resistance within Colorblindness
  Author: Stephanie Hu, University of Delaware

Location: Salon O6, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 174

Emerging Technologies in Policing

- An Exploratory Study of the Use of AI in Policing
  Author: Stan Korchonko, Tarleton State University

- Autonomous Vehicles and Police Surveillance – Regulating Data Sharing with Law Enforcement
  Author: Liana Pennington, Saint Anselm College

- Effective Strategies for Responding to Drone Attacks: Focused on Anti-Drone Policies and Training
  Author: Wook Kang, Korean National Police University  Author: Chang-Mo Lee, Chungang University

- The Media's Portrayal of Artificial Intelligence in the Criminal Justice System
  Author: Allen Copenhaver, Eastern Kentucky University  Author: Andrew S. Demeny, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

- The Use of Facial Recognition Technology by Maryland Law Enforcement Authorities and its Legal Limits
  Author: Lily Chi-Fang Tsai, University of Maryland Eastern Shore  Author: Sandeep Gopalan, University of Maryland Eastern Shore

Location: Wilford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 175

Emerging Trends, Theories, and Dynamics of Cyber Fraud: A Multi-Faceted Exploration

- Cyber-fraud scams and mentoring: Sources and strategies
  Author: Nicholas J. Lorrain, Loyola University Chicago  Author: Lorella J Stilone, Loyola University Chicago

- Desistance from Cyber Fraud in Ghana: An Empirical Analysis Based on Refined Routine Activity Theory
  Author: Adkins Amosful Akaiya, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

- Review of Literature on the Popularity of Phishing as a Cyber-crime Method of Attack
  Author: Gayl M Simpson Okonsou, Texas Southern University-AJI Program

- Unemployment Benefit Fraud: An Analysis of the Perpetrators
  Author: Charlotte Hu, University of Arizona

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 177
Applying Criminological and Criminal Justice Frameworks to Understanding Environmental Crimes and Harms

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 176

The Importance of Exchange Relationships to a Newly Elected Prosecuting Attorney

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 171

Prevalence and Risk Factors for Victimization of Military Service Members and Veterans Enrolled in College

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 164

Challenges in Corrections Programming

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 165

Local Safety and Security in Rural and Urban Communities in Slovenia

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 166

Impact Of Prison Work On Correctional Staff In Different Nations

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 167

Instructional Technology as a Pedagogical Tool

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 159
Tips for Completing the Dissertation
Speaker(s):
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 160

The Effects of Workplace Variables on Chinese and Indian Police Officers
Speaker(s):
Chair: Shanhe Jiang, Wayne State University
Author: Shanne Jiang, Wayne State University
Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago

Building a Better and Inclusive Criminal Justice Career Pathway for Historically Black Colleges and Universities
Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Emmanuel Ben-Edor, Clark Atlanta University
Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 168

Complexity: Factors Shaping Race Pedagogies in Criminal Justice/Criminology
Speaker(s):
Discussant: Vanessa Lynn, Marist College
Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 163

Community Colleges, Service, and Experiential Learning 2

Higher Education in Prison: Origins and Impacts
Speaker(s):
Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 200
Understanding Victimization: Reflections on Race, Gender, and Class
An Analysis of Black and Hananu Runaway Girls' Consequences with an Emphasis on Future Orientation
Author: Krunth Jagnadesh Kumar, Prante View A&M University Author: Myra Curnton, Prante View A&M University

Police Officer Well-Being
Community Conflict Associated with PTSD and Negative Outcomes for United Nations Police Officers
Author: G. Hoban Conn, Penn State University - Schuylkill

Police Use of Force: The Contagion Effect and the Role of Officer Fatigue
Author: John DeCarlo, University of New Haven Author: Eric Dugopolski, Central Connecticut State University Author: David Myers, University of New Haven.

Protect this house: An analysis of threats against police wives and families
Author: Kadee L. Grondall, Elizabeth Peabody College Author: Angela M. Collins, University of Central Missouri

The impact of police stress on officer use of force over time
Author: Leonardo Lopez-Cristobal, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Student Perceptions and Attitudes on Crime and Justice
Celebrity Influence on College Students’ Attitudes About the Death Penalty
Author: Bethany Mendez, University of Minnesota-Duluth Author: Scott Vollum, University of Minnesota-Duluth

Exploring the Predictors and Dimensionalities of Student Engagement: Scale Construction and Factorial Survey Design
Author: Cole Matthew Edson-Stilson, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Perceptions of Felon Voting Rights Among Young Americans: A Comparative Study
Author: Kennedy A. Ayee, Ohio Northern University Author: Robert Alexander, Ohio Northern University Author: Jessica Swanson, Ohio Northern University

Student, Teacher Staff, and Administrator Perceptions of Restorative Justice in a Mid-Atlantic Middle School
Author: James Suleiman, Raritan Valley College

21st Century Police Training
An Analysis on the Training of Marine Police in India
Author: Dayara Kriti John Joseph, University of Madras Author: Utham KUMAR Jamadagni, University of Madras

An Analysis on the Training of Marine Police in India
Author: Dayara Kriti John Joseph, University of Madras Author: Utham KUMAR Jamadagni, University of Madras

Humanizing Police Training: Lessons from Abroad
Author: Joshua Hill, Montana State University Billings Author: Jennifer Scroggins, Montana State University Billings

Implementing Constitutional Policing Policies: Training in Justice For All
Author: Thomas J. Martinielli, J.D., M.S., Institute For Intergovernmental Research

Police De-Escalation Training: How it Started: How it’s Going
Author: Lawrence M. Boyd, University of New Haven Author: Lisa M. Dadic, University of New Haven

Towards Compliance: Lessons Learned from Federal Monitorship at the Cleveland Police Department
Discussant: Elza Zelena, Case Western Reserve University Discussant: Rodney Thomas, Case Western Reserve University, Begun Center for Violence Prevention Research and Education Discussant: Anya Nazarenko, Case Western Reserve University

Police Technology: Evaluation and Assessment
Body Camera Policy Diffusion: A Policy Analysis Case Study of Three New England Cities
Author: Stephanie Lespiau, University of Massachusetts Boston

JARVIS: Just a Really Very Intelligent System – Crime Centers in Modern Policing
Author: Jessica Herbert, IDEA Analytics

Body Camera Policy Diffusion: A Policy Analysis Case Study of Three New England Cities
Author: Stephanie Lespiau, University of Massachusetts Boston

Understanding Long-Term Co-Response Recidivism Impacts: Assessing an Enhanced Community-Based Follow-up Service Model
Author: Lilianamos Peaslee, James Madison University Author: Amanda C. Teye, James Madison University

Theoretical framework and coercion. Examining family violence
Examining Social Disorganization, Social Capital, and Domestic Violence in Chicago: A Group-Based Trajectory Modeling Analysis
Author: Shannon S. Harper, Iowa State University Author: Angela Gorov, University of Colorado Denver Author: Amanda Goodson, The University of Texas at El Paso

Exploring the Spatial Relationship between Domestic Violence and Environmental Pollutants
Author: Cyril S Kuo, William Patterson University Author: Morgan Peller, Hackensack Meridian Health Author: Parasom Yliopatopoulou, Montclair State University Author: Robert Green, Montclair State University Author: Sheetal Ranjan, Montclair State University

Family Mass Murder: An Exploratory Study of the Role of Arson
Author: Rachel Ron Rodriguez Spradley, University of South Carolina

Self-Control/Risky Lifestyle and Intimate Partner Violence Victimization
Author: Egbuchi Zavola, The University of Texas at El Paso

The Normalization of Sibling Abuse Among University Students
Author: Rachel Birmingham-Hoel, Northeastern Illinois University Author: Adam Messinger, Northeastern Illinois University
ACJS National Criminal Justice Month Committee Meeting
Location: Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 192

A Summit for Current and Future Leaders of Statewide Criminal Justice Educator/Practitioner Associations
Speaker(s):
Moderator: Martin Alan Greenberg, Russell Sage College  
Moderator: Steven T. Young, Marshall University  
Discussant: Kathy Oborn, Los Angeles Pierce College  
Discussant: Anthony Nocella, Salt Lake Community College  
Discussant: Kathy Oborn, Los Angeles Pierce College  
Discussant: Anthony Nocella, Salt Lake Community College  
Discussant: Kishon Hickman, Seton Hall University  
Discussant: Robert Mupier, Texas Southern University
Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 182

Use of the Federal Justice Statistics Program (FJSP) to Guide Criminal Justice Policy
Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Suzanne Strong, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics  
Author & Chair: George Ebo Browne, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics  
Author: George Ebo Browne, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics  
Author: Stacey Longo, Coppin State University (Student Presenter)  
Author: Mark Motivans, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics  
Author: Mark Motivans, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics
Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 186

Rights-Based Policing: Integrating Human Rights In Policy and Practice
Speaker(s):
Chair: Angela Workman-Stark, Alhambra University  
Chair: Michael M. Berlin, Coppin State University  
Author: Eric Lambert, Indiana University Northwest  
Author: Monica Solinas-Saunders, Indiana University Northwest  
Author: Linda Keena, University of Mississippi  
Author: David C. May  
Author: Shenhao Jiang, Wayne State University  
Author: Eric Lambert, Indiana University Northwest  
Author: Stacey Haynes, Mississippi State University  
Author: Monica Solinas-Saunders, Indiana University Northwest  
Author: David C. May  
Author: Stacey Haynes, Mississippi State University  
Author: Jenanne Wallace, Baltimore Police Department  
Author: Michael M. Berlin, Coppin State University  
Author: Charles Stubbsfield, University of Alberta  
Author: Nonnie Danache, Alhambra University  
Author: Angela Workman-Stark, Alhambra University
Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 187

Workplace Factors and Community and Institutional Correctional Staff
Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Matthew Leone, University of Nevada, Reno  
Author: Daniel Hall, Miami University  
Author: Jessica Warner, Miami University  
Author: Jo Anne Wallace, Baltimore Police Department  
Author: Michael M. Berlin, Coppin State University  
Author: Stacey Longo, Coppin State University  
Author: Angela Workman-Stark, Alhambra University  
Author: Angela Workman-Stark, Alhambra University  
Author: Angela Workman-Stark, Alhambra University  
Author: Angela Workman-Stark, Alhambra University
Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 189

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Jenine Zweig, National Institute of Justice  
Discussant: Marie Garcia, National Institute of Justice  
Discussant: Angela Moore, National Institute of Justice  
Discussant: Monika Mean, National Institute of Justice
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 184

Examining How the Race and Sex of Police Leaders Affect Personnel Stability of Police Organizations
Speaker(s):
Author: Ola-Adeniyi David Ayeni, Georgia State University  
Author: Dean Dabney, Georgia State University  
Author: Thadious Johnson
Location: Wilford Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 188

Environmental Security: Abundance of Natural Resources in Sub-Saharan Africa, a Blessing, or a Curse?
Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Edmond Monde, California State University  
Discussant: Ihekweocha Onwudiwe, Texas Southern University  
Discussant: Oke Echi, Mississippi State Valley University  
Discussant: Robert Mupier, Texas Southern University  
Discussant: Lucy Tsabo, Lamar University
Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 183
Roundtable: Encouraging Collaborative Innovations between Practitioners and Academics

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Hyeyoung Lim, University of Alabama at Birmingham  
Discussant: Ben Stickle, Middle Tennessee State University  
Discussant: Bill Vahldiek, Gallatin Tennessee Police Department  
Discussant: Conor MeFilo, University of Maryland, FCJS  
Discussant: William Moreso, University of Central Florida

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 181

Awakening Exchange: Demystifying Corrections

Speaker(s):
Chair: Steven Matthew Clark, Awakening Exchange  
Author: Christian Perrin, Awakening  
Author: Krista Bremer, Awakening

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 185

IPEs Roundtable at the ACJS

Speaker(s):
Discussant: Djib K Das, International Police Executive Symposium  
Discussant: Vicente Ricco, IPEs  
Discussant: John Coehead, East Midlands Police Academic Collaboration  
Discussant: John Etemo, Molloy University  
Discussant: Chuck Russo, American Public University System  
Discussant: Diana Peterson, ASU  
Discussant: Mustafa Ouguter, IPEs  
Discussant: Ana Mijovic, Copin State University  
Discussant: Michael M. Berlin, Copin State University  
Discussant: Johnny Roe II, Copin State University  
Moderator: Dr. Jia, MSU Denver

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 179

Student Travel Abroad and Developing Comparative Research Methodologies

Speaker(s):
Moderator: John Walsh, Grand Valley State University  
Discussant: Naoki Kanaboshi, Grand Valley State University  
Discussant: Jina Lee, Grand Valley State University  
Discussant: Kevin Whiteacre, Indianapolis University  
Discussant: Johnny Rice II, Coppin State University

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 180

ACJS Affirmative Action Committee Meeting

Location: Lake Huron, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 215

Organizational Reform

Challenges in Law Enforcement Leadership
Author: Gene Ira Katz, Colorado Technical University

Contradictions in Accountability: Reforming the Police Through Collective Bargaining Agreements
Author: Huda Askri, Ontario Tech University

Moriing the Resilience of Patriarchy in the Pacific Policing Organizations
Author: Danielle V.C. Watson, Queensland University of Technology

Quantifying Transparency of State and Local Offices of Inspector General
Author: Frank Chen, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 220

Gender and interpersonal violence

‘| Want Some [Bleeping] Justice’: Victims, Offenders, and Criminal Justice on The Steve Wilkos Show
Author: Braniene Posey, California State University, Northridge

Abusing the Law: Preliminary examination of police sexual misconduct
Author: Nicola Pasquale, University of South Carolina  
Author: Albinia Laskoutser, University of South Carolina

Why Do Women Stay in a Violent Relationship? A Theory of Staying Framework
Author: Mouahumi Roy, Virginia State University  
Author: Shahid Sharefuddin, Virginia State University

Location: Salon C6, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 212

Police Perceptions of Ethics, Emotional Intelligence, and Self-Legitimacy

Exploring Emotional Intelligence of Sworn Law Enforcement Personnel
Author: Katherine Johnson, University of West Florida  
Author: Inayda Gatta, Louisiana State University  
Author: Shelby Vaughn, Baylor University  
Author: Stefan Vaughn, Texas A&M University-Commerce

Police Officer’s Perceptions of Ethics (POPE)
Author: Tina L. Lee, University of Tennessee at Martin

Self-legitimacy: Media Influences and Street Injustice in Chinese Policing
Author: Jason Sun, University of Delaware  
Author: Yuning Wu

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 219

Institutional Supervision, Personal and Administration 1

Beyond prison visitation: An analysis of family engagement opportunities on prison well-being
Author: Lacey N. Pappas, University of California, Irvine  
Author: Nancy Rodriguez  
Author: Susan Turner, University of California, Irvine

Coordinating the Chaos: An Evaluation of Carceral Evacuations
Author: Carl Dement, University of Central Oklahoma

Examining procedural justice spill-over effects on re-offense misconduct
Author: Thomas Baker, University of Central Florida  
Author: Matthias van Hall, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement  
Author: Paul Neuvooesters, Leiden University  
Author: Arja Linkowski, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement

Examining the Relationship between Mental Health Diagnoses and Write Ups during Incarceration
Author: Dragana Derlic, Kentucky Wesleyan College  
Author: Jennifer Bourgeois, Texas Southern University (TSU) Center for Justice Research  
Author: Stili Subbaa Kokkkalra, Sam Houston State University College of Criminal Justice

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 213
Building Better Police Organizations in the 21st Century
An Enhanced Trauma-Informed Police Recruitment and Retention Strategy for the NYPD
Author: Gregory Irving Mack, Pace University

Building Effective Recruitment Programs: A Multi-Dimensional Approach
Author: Rosa Isabel Rivera, Michigan State University Author: Jeremy M. Wilson, Michigan State University School of Criminal Justice

Police Reform, Education, and Professionalism: A Practical Guide
Author: James Edward Guffey, National University

Recruitment and Retention in Small and Rural Police Departments
Author: Jennifer Catherine Gibbs, Penn State Harrisburg Author: Mohammad A. Ali, Penn State Harrisburg

The Police Staffing Ecosystem and Its Implications for Workforce Building
Author: Jeremy M. Wilson, Michigan State University School of Criminal Justice Author: Clifford A. Grannich, Birthright Research and Communications

Location: Willford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 222

Police Technology: Officer Perceptions
Mandated Witness: Do Body-Worn Cameras (BWCs) Change Officer Perceptual and Behavioral Outcomes?
Author: John Foster, Ball State University Author: Xinting Wang, Ball State University

Perceptions of BWC by Type of Police Agency: Procedural Justice
Author: JUSTIN DEXTER, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Police Officer Perceptions of Information Technology (IT) Deployed in Real Time
Author: Kimberly Przestaloiski, Quinipiac University Author: Rob T. Guenthe, Florida International University

Police Officer: Perceptions of Gunshot Detection Technology
Author: Courtney Weber, University of South Florida

Location: Willford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 216

Developmental and Life Course Theories 1
Changing Places: Household and Community Context as Local Life Circumstances during Pard
Author: Audrey Hickert, University of Cincinnati Author: Beatrice Pergangkauke, Southern Illinois University Author: Beth M. Huthner

Evolution of the Risk of Marital Violence in the Experience Narratives of Justice-Involved Young Adults
Author: Elia Nader, Kent State University Author: Madeline Stewart, Kent State University

Social Bonds: Therapeutic Jurisprudence, and Procedural Justice: An Integrated Theory for Specialized Court
Author: Christopher Salvator, Montclair State University

Location: POR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 211

Understanding and responding to family violence
Criminalizing Coercive Control in Canada
Author: Amanda V. McCormick, University of the Fraser Valley
Author: Stephanie Ashston, University of British Columbia - Okanagan
Author: Tara Haamhuff, Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Author: Irwin M. Cohen, University of the Fraser Valley

NYS Bail Reform and its Relationship to Domestic Violence
Author: Andrew Ombro, St. Bonaventure University Author: Samantha M. Gavir, St. Bonaventure University

The Effectiveness of Solution-Focused Therapy on Domestic Violence Offender Treatment
Author: Fang-Mei Law, Tiffin University Author: Gwo-Jen Guo, National Changhua University of Education

Understanding Coercion Within IPV Incidents Reporting a History of Non-Fatal Strangulation to the Police
Author: Faith Lud, Washington State University Author: Tessa Wilson, Washington State University Author: Anne Korp, Washington State University Author: Eunsuk Choi, Washington State University Author: Mary Miler, Whittier College

Location: POR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 218

Artificial Intelligence: The New Age of Pedagogical Methods
Analyzing Long-Term Violent Crime Using AI: A Preliminary Analysis Using ChatGPT in CJ Research
Author: Joseph Pascarelli, Saint Joseph’s University - New York

Assessing Educators’ Ability to Identify AI-generated Student Submissions: An Experimental Voyage
Author: David Tyler, University of Arkansas at Little Rock Author: Analisa Gagnon, Sacred Heart University Author: Suzanne St. George, University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Expanding Criminal Justice Students to AI: Results from a Multidisciplinary Pilot Using ChatGPT
Author: Zahra Sheikhaei Author: Xiaochen Hu, Fayetteville State University Author: Sambit Bhattacharya, Fayetteville State University Author: Khalid Lothi, Fayetteville State University Author: Bogdan Czebuls, Fayetteville State University

Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 221

Academic Review Committee Meeting
Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 217

ACJS Public Policy Committee Meeting
Location: Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 214

Do We Know Where We’re Going To?
Speaker(s): Moderator & Discussant: Jeff Ruth, The University of South Alabama Discussant: John Sloan, The University of Alabama at Birmingham Discussant: Bola Fanny, The University of Alabama Discussant: Mfon Eford, Campbellsville University Discussant: Christopher Sharp, Newberry College Discussant: Veronika James, Office of Justice and Safety, Harris County, Texas
Location: Salon C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 204

Kane County Collaborative Diversion
Speaker(s):
Author: Loviana Fields, Kane County Collaborative Diversion Author: Jamie Messer, Kane County State’s Attorney Author: Courtney Duran, Kane County Collaborative Diversion Author: Brandon Kool, Aurora University
Author: Christopher Thomas, Kane County Collaborative Division
Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 208
Traffic Crash Prevention through Community and Police Interventions: A Pilot Study in Southern Utah

Speaker(s):
Author: Sangyun Park, Southern Utah University
Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 241

Using Qualitative Research to Examine Criminal Justice Issues in Kansas

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Keri Boys-Doe, Johnson County Community College Discussant: Michael Brizer, Wichita State University Discussant: Mario Caro, The University of Texas at El Paso Discussant: George Ebo Brown, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics
Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 207

Audience-Driven Research Communication

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Courtney Porter, Marymount University
Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 202

Academia Beyond Boarders

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Jared R. Omelto, Sam Houston State University Presenter: Erik Alda, Marymount University Presenter: Stuti Subbhalah Kulkalena, Sam Houston State University College of Criminal Justice
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 201

Linkages between Housing and Crime in Chicago

Speaker(s):
Chair: Robert Vargas
Author: Byron Sigcho-Lopez, Chicago City Council
Author: Ahmadou Drarme’, Illinois Justice Project
Author: Teny Gross, Institute for Nonviolence Chicago
Location: Williford Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 209

Leadership Partnerships: Targeting Marginalized Groups in Law Enforcement Leadership Training

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Damon Camp, Georgia State University Discussant: Dean Dalby, Georgia State University Discussant: Gary Vito, University of Louisville Discussant: Jim Alexander, Texas Woman’s University Discussant: Bob Taylor, University of Texas at Dallas Discussant: Joseph Schafer, Saint Louis University Discussant: Chuck Williamson, Anderson University Discussant: Jane Hall, Society of Police Futurists International
Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 206

Roundtable: Fostering Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in Criminal Justice Education: Secondary Outcomes for Students with Disabilities

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Christopher A. Williams, Southern University and A&M College Discussant: Geraldine Doucet, Southern University and A&M College Discussant: Craig King, Southern University and A&M College Discussant: Kofi Boye-Doe, Johnson County Community College Discussant: Michael Birzer, Wichita State University Discussant: Mario Cano, The University of Texas at El Paso Discussant: George Ebo Brown, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics
Location: Winston Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 205

Engaging Criminal Justice Practitioners in Higher Education during Turbulent Times: Bridging the Academic/Practitioner Divide

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Rebecca Cudmore Kendall, Curry College Discussant: Jennifer Babon, Curry College Discussant: Adam Steam, Curry College Discussant: Willie Bradley, Curry College Discussant: Stephanie Cappadona, Curry College
Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 207

Coffee Bar Wednesday Afternoon
Location: Lower Level Foyer and 3rd Floor Foyer, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 223

ACJS All Regions Ice Cream Social
Location: Continental Ballroom, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 224

ACJS Constitution and By-Laws Committee Meeting
Location: Lake Huron, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 243

Examining Issues of Procedural Justice

The impact of race/violence on perceptions of justice for offenders diagnosed with a PAM
Author: Paul A. Lucas, Appalachian State University Author: Kwadwo T. Lucas, Mars Hill University

The Unintended Consequences of Bail Reform: An Examination of its Effects on Crime and Disorder
Author: Michael C. Walker, Passaic County Community College Author: John Robb, Passaic Community College Author: Charles Tucker, Liberty University Author: Corey Simpson, John Jay College
Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 241
Gender and special populations

Using Interactive Online Courseware to Facilitate Class Engagement: Student Perspectives
Author: Alyssa LaBerge, Michigan State University
Author: Julie Krupa, Michigan State University
Author: Eric Armand Gentes, Rivier University
Author: Jason Callahan, University of Southern Indiana
Author: Stacey Clifton, Radford University
Author: Forrest R Rodgers, Framingham State University
Author: Jason Clark-Miller, Tarrant County College
Author: John Choyce, Dallas Baptist University
Author: Chelsey Narvey
Author: Erin Orrick
Author: Yan Zhang, Sam Houston State University
Author: Maja Vlajnic, Crime and Justice Institute

Benefits of Legal Aid: An Empirical Study
Author:analyzing.

The Influence of Survival Sex and Homelessness on Police Interactions among Transgender Adults
Author: Tyra Mica Price, Central Washington University
Department of Law and Justice
Author: Tusty ten Bensel, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Author: Robert Lytle, University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Understanding the Lack of Attention Given to Minor Male Sex Trafficking Victims
Author: Paula Songs, Texas A&M University-Texarkana

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 245

Substance Use, Mental Illness, & Reentry Success & Failure

A Case for Deteriorating Mental Illness: Examining the Impact of Treatment on Recidivism During Reentry
Author: John B. Brent, Eastern Kentucky University

Federal Drug Court Evaluation: Alternative Measures of Success
Author: Joshua L Smallridge, Fairmont State University
Author: Diana Noon, Fairmont State University
Author: Taylor Williamson, Fairmont State University
Author: Carissa Russell, Fairmont State University

Implementing Intensive Case Management for People with Opioid Use Disorders During Reentry from Jail
Author: Michael Caudy, University of Central Florida
Author: Jill Vajtane, University of Central Florida
Author: Amelia Wiercioch, University of Central Florida

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 239

Institutional Supervision, Personnel and Administration 2

Exploring Absconding Behaviors and Barriers to Reporting for Those on Community Supervision
Author: Kaela Lane, Crime and Justice Institute

Jail Standards: Assessing Risk of Non-Compliance
Author: Cheesey Harvey, Author: Eno Olu, Author: Van Zhang, Sam Houston State University

Leadership Role in Influencing Recreational and Extracurricular Program to Reduce Mental Health Disorder of Inmates
Author: Amanda Royal, Alvin SD

Punishing Trauma: An Exploratory Study of the Childhood Trauma & Victimization of U.S. Probation and Parole Officers
Author: Sandra L. Trapp, Penn State University

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 240

Building More Diverse Police Forces

“The Talk”, Exploring Intersectional Identities and Belonging in Policing
Author: Asha Layne, Morgan State University

Enhancing Diversity in Law Enforcement Recruitment: A Study of Applicants’ Career Paths and Perceptions
Author: Jason Clark-Miller, Tarrant County College
Author: John Choyce, Dallas Baptist University

Exploring Factors Associated with the Decision of Racial/Ethnic Minority Women to Pursue a Policing Career
Author: Carol M Huryn, North Carolina Central University
Author: Kikelita Fuller, University of North Carolina at Pembroke

Location: Willford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 238

Panel: Justice, Inequality, and Education

Education of Federal Offenders
Author: Amanda Kerbel, United States Sentencing Commission

Give Me the Blue Light: College Student Perspectives on Campus Security Measures
Author: Everal R Rodgers, Framingham State University

Identity-Based Bullying: Teacher Responses, Why They Respond, and What’s Missing
Author: Karla Dhugaiya Sanju, Ontario Tech University
Author: Lintse Janssen, Ontario Tech University

Unveiling Polytomization in Norwegian Adolescents: A Target Congruence Approach
Author: Mehmet A. Sozer, Roger Williams University
Author: Isah Celik, Independent Researcher
Author: Niyaz Ekici, Western Illinois University

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 246

Keeping Them Engaged: Various Pedagogical Techniques to Enhance Student Learning

Data Analytics and Policing: A Primer for Instructional Techniques and Application
Author: Ganga Belay, Black Hills State University
Author: Michael Allen Hollingsworth, Black Hills State University

Perceptions of criminal justice services: Evaluating the effects of media consumption on higher education students
Author: Jason Caffine, University of Southern Indiana
Author: Stacey Clifton, Radford University

Returning to the Fundamentals: Using Technology to Get Students Reading
Author: Eric Armand Gentes, Rivier University

Using Interactive Online Courseware to Facilitate Class Engagement: Student Perspectives
Author: Alyssa LaBerge, Michigan State University
Author: Julie Krupa, Michigan State University

Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 244

ACJS Membership Committee Meeting
Location: Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 242

Do We Know Where We’re Going To? Round 2

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Jeff Rush, The University of South Alabama
Discussant: Jeffery Lee Smith, Office of the Solicitor-General of Gwinnett County
Discussant: John Mateh, University of Louisiana at Alexandria
Discussant: Andrew Costelloe, Morrice College
Discussant: Mara (Maki) Haberfeld, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 231
ACJS and the United Nations: Opportunities for Involvement

Speaker(s):
Moderator: Philip Reichel, University of Northern Colorado
Discussant: Alisson S. Burke, Southern Oregon University
Discussant: Karin Bruckmueller, Sigmund Freud University Vienna
Discussant: Angela Henderson, University of Northern Colorado
Discussant: Stephanie Lipson Mrozik, CSU Sacramento
Discussant: Stefan Schumann; Johannes Kepler University Linz

Session Code: 220

Baltimore Police: The Intersection of Data and Helping those in a Behavioral Health Crisis

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Shannon Sullivan, Baltimore Police Department
Discussant: Derek Loeffler, Baltimore Police Department
Discussant: Meghan Koziens, Baltimore Police Department

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 228

What should be the role of HBCU CJ Programs?

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Robert Brown

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 227

Building Community Relationships through Service-Learning

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Shana Kesley, Purdue University Global

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 226

Understanding and Developing your Emotional Intelligence

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Heather L. Pfister, University of Baltimore
Presenter: Courtney Porter, Western University

Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 225

School Safety

Speaker(s):
Chair: Kay Varela, Chair: Andrea Montes
Author: Sarah Lindstrom Johnson, Arizona State University
Author: Charles Bell, Illinois State University
Author: Victor Rios, University of California, Santa Barbara
Author: Adrien Huerta, University of Southern California
Author: Lindsey Semprevivo, Radford University

Location: Willford Room A, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 234

Advanced Statistical and Data Science Applications using Complex Policing Data

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Danielle Wallace, Arizona State University
Speaker(s):
Untapped: A Machine-Learning Approach to Analyzing Text in Open-Ended Survey Responses and Beyond
Author: Connor Stewart, Arizona State University
Author: Danielle Wallace, Arizona State University

When Data Falls Short: Using Data Science Techniques to Classify Stopping Patterns at Intersections
Author: Danielle Wallace, Arizona State University
Author: Connor Stewart, Arizona State University

Evaluating the Effectiveness of a Police Early Intervention System
Author: Charles Katz, Arizona State University
Author: Hyunjung Cheon, University of Texas, El Paso
Author: Kayla Freeman, Arizona State University
Author: Danielle Wallace, Arizona State University

Police accountability programs and officer misconduct: The lack of all moderating effect by officers' gender and race for body-worn cameras and an early intervention system
Author: Kayla Freeman, Arizona State University

The impact of supervisor presence on the outcomes of police-citizen encounters
Author: Jessie Hult, University of Nebraska, Omaha
Author: Charles Katz, Arizona State University
Author: Hyunjung Cheon, University of Texas, El Paso
Author: Danielle Wallace, Arizona State University
Author: Kayla Freeman, Arizona State University

Location: Wilford Room C, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 236

Hospital-Based Violence Programs - A Closer look

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Sheetal Ranjan, Montclair State University

HVIP Components & Relevant Theories
Author: Robert Green, Montclair State University
Author: Clare Strange, Montclair State University
Author: Nicholas Flugrad, Hackensack Meridian Health
Author: Katherine Pugliese, Montclair State University

Combating HVIP Data with Medical Records - Challenges and findings
Author: Nicholas Flugrad, Hackensack Meridian Health
Author: Katherine Pugliese, Montclair State University
Author: Robert Green, Montclair State University
Author: Sheetal Ranjan, Montclair State University

Risk/Needs assessment (RNA) instruments with HVIP populations
Author: Katherine Pugliese, Montclair State University
Author: Nicholas Flugrad, Hackensack Meridian Health

Building the community for a coordinated community response
Author: Sheetal Ranjan, Montclair State University
Author: Jaylin Luo, Montclair State University
Author: Debra Wilson Brown, Montclair State University

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 235

Author Meets Critics: Behind Immigration: ICE, Law Enforcement, and Resistance in America

Speaker(s):
Chair: Jose Torres, Clemson University
Author: Felicia Antipa, Baruch College, CUNY
Author: Shirley P. Leyro
Author: Krystlynn Caraballo
Author: Carlos Posadas
Primary Contact: Jose Torres, Clemson University

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 233
Innovations in Pre-Law Advising in a Post Affirmative Action Era

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Jennifer Coleman Noble, California State University, Sacramento
Discussant: Paul Gormley, Lynn University
Discussant: Liana Pennington, Saint Anselm College
Discussant: Bill Chamberlain, Reed College
Discussant: Wendy Vonnegut, Methodist University

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 229

The Development of Formal Partnerships Between Agencies and Universities: The Details are Important.

Speaker(s):
Moderator: Judith A. Harris, University of Houston Downtown
Discussant: Kingsley Uchenna Ejiofor, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Discussant: Michael A. Cavanaugh, University of Houston Downtown
Discussant: Heide Laser, Harris County Sheriff Office
Discussant: Ashley Blackburn, University of Houston Downtown

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 232

Journal of Criminal Justice Education Editorial Board Meeting

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Catherine Marcom, Appalachian State University
Journal of Criminal Justice Education Editorial Board Meeting
Author: Shelly Clevenger, Sam Houston State University

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 237

© 5:00 PM - 6:15 PM CDT

Midwest Region General Business Meeting
Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 247

Northeast Region General Business Meeting
Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 248

Southern Region General Business Meeting
Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 249

Southwest Region General Business Meeting
Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 250

Western Region General Business Meeting
Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 251

© 6:15 PM - 7:30 PM CDT

ACJS Welcome and President’s Address

Speaker(s):
Speaker: Anthony A. Peguero

Location: International Ballroom South, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 252

© 7:30 PM - 8:45 PM CDT

ACJS President Reception
Location: International Ballroom North, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 253

© 8:30 PM - 10:00 PM CDT

ACJS Karoke Night
Location: Continental Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 255

ACJS Trivia Game Night
Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 254

© Thursday, Mar 21, 2024

© 7:30 AM - 5:30 PM CDT

ACJS Meeting Registration Thursday
Location: 8th St. N Reg Counter, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 256

© 8:00 AM - 9:15 AM CDT
The Role of Faith & Familial Bonds in Prison and During Reentry

Developing and Maintaining Family Bonds while Incarcerated: Massachusetts BRAVE Unit for Incarcerated Young Fathers
Author: Kayla Bates, Northeastern University Author: Heather Paterson, Northeastern University Author: Delanie Nalickian, Northeastern University Author: Natasha A. Frost, Northeastern University Author: Pelice Collins, Northeastern University

Examinining the Effects of Faith and Character Based Programs
Author: Jessica Rich, The GEO Group Author: Richard Glas, The GEO Group

Staying Connected: Exploring Communication Between Incarcerated Parents and their Children and its Impact on Misconduct
Author: Jenna Sorenson, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 267

Issues in Corrections: High-Risk Inmates, Administrative Segregation, and Mental Health Concerns

Revitalizing the Psychosocial Effects of Administrative Segregation: Does the Setting Matter?
Author: Kaita Ann Hall, The University of Texas at Dallas

The Management of High-Risk Inmates in Ogun State Correctional Centers of Nigeria
Author: Akin Karamu-Ojo, West Virginia University

Understanding and Addressing Challenges With the Incarcerated Mentally Ill: Best Practices for Treatment, Recovery, and Well-Being
Moderator: Janessa Weather-Titus, University of Maryland Eastern Shore Discussant: Lynda Teter, University of Maryland Eastern Shore Discussant: Kajleigh Powell, University of Maryland Eastern Shore Discussant: Cairo Harris, University of Maryland Eastern Shore Discussant: Jazmin Wilson, University of Maryland Eastern Shore

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 274

Contemporary Issues in the Courts: Second Amendment, Virtual hearings, and Deepfakes

The Impact of deepfakes on the credibility of evidence in the Hungarian criminal procedure
Author: Csorony Herke, PTE AJK

The Value and Limitations of Virtual Proceedings: Lessons Movey Forward
Author: Melissa A Pelkocev, University of Central Missouri Author: Grant J Shostak, Webster University

What does the Second Amendment mean now: lower court reactions to Breuer
Author: David Jones, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 275

The Impact of Recidivism and Reentry among Special Populations

Federal Escape Offenses
Author: Tessa Cullum, United States Sentencing Commission

The Effectiveness of Different Sex Offender Treatment on a Rural State Sex Offender Population
Author: Brandon Hunter, North Dakota State University

The Reentering Lives of Juvenile Lifers: Adjusting to a Life on Parole
Author: Suli Subbarah Kothakota, Sam Houston State University College of Criminal Justice Author: Heath Paterson, Northeastern University Author: Carlos Monteiro, Suffolk University Author: Simon Singer, Northeastern University Author: Carlos Casas, Northeastern University

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 277

Institutional Supervision, Personel and Administration 3

Social Media and Corrections: Insights from a State-of-the-Art Review
Author: Xiaochen Hu, Fayetteville State University Author: Nicholas Lovrich, Washington State University

Passwords as a demand reduction strategy for contraband cellphones in prisons: A state-level evaluation
Author: Bryce E Paterson, CNA Author: Rochsha Shukla, Urban Institute Author: K. Seck, Urban Institute

The Impacts of Decarceration on Individuals Who Remain in Incarceration
Author: Bettie Allen-Flores, University of Nebraska Omaha Author: John Ursino, University of Nebraska - Omaha Author: Zachary Hamilton, University of Nebraska Omaha

The well-being of provincial and territorial correctional workers pre and during COVID-19: A national comparison
Author: Rosemary Ricciardelli, Memorial University of Newfoundland Author: Tamara Tallieu, University of Manitoba Author: Matthew Johnston, Memorial University Author: Sahar Demians, Memorial University Author: R. Nicholas Carleton, University of Regina Author: Trace Milt, University of Manitoba

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 268

Juggling the Work-life Balance w/Breakfast (Doctoral Summit Closed Session)
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 278

Homicide and Investigatory Issues

"Baggage in the Business": The Investigative Challenges of Serial Homicide
Author: Zena Rosouze, Simon Fraser University

Exploring Cold Cases: Variables Associated with Unsolved Crimes
Author: Barbara Hambury, York College of Pennsylvania

Exploring Forensic Evidence’s Role in Homicide Investigations and Prosecutions Using Conjoint Analysis of Case Configurations
Author: Jillian Leigh Chamberlain, University of South Carolina Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice Author: Wendy C Repczece, University of South Carolina Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

Investigating the Use of Medications to Support Homicide Investigations
Author: Leanne O’Neill, Griffith University Author: Danielle Reynolds, Griffith University Author: Troy Allard, Griffith University

Location: Willard Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 267
Contemporary Issues and Specialized Training

"We've Got a 4/20 in Progress": Effects of Dallas Cannabis Policy on Processing Times
Author: Katherine Milo, The University of Texas at Dallas

Balancing Form & Function: Public Perceptions of Police Uniforms across Situational Contexts
Author: Judge Koskici, Ball State University Author: David A. Malek, Washington State University, Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology Author: Benjamin T. Roberts, Washiington State University

Social Undermining in Policing: "Assimilate Straight at Your Back"
Author: John C. Reed, Minnesota State University Author: Thomas "Ted" Hughes, University of Louisville

Sovereign Citizens and the Law
Author: Jennifer Boyer, PennWest-Clarion

Location: Wiliford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 269

Youth School Experiences, and the School-to-Prison Pipeline

Exploring the Relationship Between Disciplinary Actions and the School-to-Prison Pipeline in Large Midwestern School District
Author: Massie Nicole Cooper, University of North Carolina at Charlotte Author: Angela M. Collins, University of Central Missouri

If I Had to Do It Again, Would I Join the Band?: Comparing School Experiences
Author: Sanna King, Mississippi State University Author: David C. May, Mississippi State University

Students With Disabilities and the School To Prison Pipeline
Author: Lance Ashley Jones, Southern University at New Orleans

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 270

Interpersonal Vulnerabilities in the Digital Realm

Adolescent Digital Self-Harm Over Time: Prevalence and Perspectives
Author: Judith V. Fiebelkorn, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Author: Sameer Hinduja, Florida Atlantic University

Love me Not: The Institutionalization of Online Romance Scams
Author: Mia Vali, Texas A&M International University Author: Prash Gopal, Texas A&M International University Author: Daniel Scott, Texas A&M International University

Normalization of sexualized risks: emerging and early adults’ knowledge of the law
Author: Gitay Soefi Karatas, Tiffin University

Victim-Offender Overlap: Risk factors, defect characteristics, and recidivism motives in criminal fraud in urban areas
Author: Loretta J Stalans, Loyola University Chicago

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 271

Family Consequences of Incarceration and Exoneration

The Effects of Incarceration on Families’ Physical and Psychological Well-Being
Author: Adam Tran, University of North Texas Author: Douglas Evans, Fairleigh Dickinson University

The Impact of Wrongful Convictions
Author: Alexis Contreras, Tiffin University

The Perceptions of Innocence and Guilt: Understanding Relationships Between Exonerees and their Loved Ones
Author: Martha McCulloch, University of South Florida Author: Amanda Lewis, Georgetown University

Location: POR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 272

Policy Evaluation

Acknowledging Offender Trauma at Trial: A Qualitative Thematic Analysis of Canadian Correctional Policy
Author: Juliene Quinn-O’Hagan, Ontario Tech University

Improving Outcomes for Offenders: "The Regression Discontinuity Design": Description, Advantages, and Quantitative Methods
Author: Trent Baskerville, WestEd Justice & Prevention Research Center Author: Alexis Grant, WestEd Author: Jonathan Nakamoto, WestEd

Author: Ryan Labrecque, RTI International Author: Luke Muenther, RTI International Author: Amy Allen, RTI International Author: Nicole Jaeperson, RTI International Author: Hannah Cortina, RTI International Author: Chase Montagelo, RTI International Author: Tassel Morley, RTI International Author: Ronastza Zadocka, RTI International Author: Christine Lindquist, RTI International Author: Van Nguyen, Center for Justice Innovation

The Regression Discontinuity Design: Description, Advantages, and Quantitative Methods
Author: Trent Baskerville, WestEd Justice & Prevention Research Center Author: Alexis Grant, WestEd Author: Jonathan Nakamoto, WestEd Author: Anthony Petrosino, WestEd Justice & Prevention Research Center

Location: Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 273

From Up in Smoke to Clean Slate: How Cannabis Legislation Advances Other Record Sealing Opportunities

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Christi Smith, R Street Institute Discussant: Jillian Snider, R Street Institute/John Jay College of Criminal Justice Discussant: Anthony Lurione, R Street Institute

Location: Lake Huron, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 274

Comparative Perspectives on Drug Use in US and Korea - Current Issues and Policy Approaches (KICJ-ISU)

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Ralph Washell, Illinois State University Discussant: Donna Selman, Illinois State University Discussant: David Lane, Illinois State University Discussant: Nanghee Kim, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice Discussant: Seon Hyoung Lee, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 275

Facilitating Interdisciplinary Student Experiences to Advocate for Disruption of the Cycle of Incarceration

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Sarah Tucker, University of Alabama at Birmingham Discussant: David Garlock, Eastern University Discussant: Alesa Liles, Georgia College and State University

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 276

Girls in deviant groups: Adultification through hypersexualization of girls in the English-Speaking Caribbean

Speaker(s):
Author: Elisa Descartes, Texas State University

Location: Salon C6, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 277
Community Engaged and Responsive Interdisciplinary Human Trafficking Research

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Shelly Wagers, University of South Florida

- Assessing the Prevalence of Human Trafficking: Methodologies of the Use of a Validated Traffic Indicator Tool
  Author: Emily Walker, University of South Florida
  Author: Jacque lyn Burnley, University of South Florida
  Author: Kyley Pate Carter, University of South Florida
  Author: George Burns, University of South Florida

- OPTIONS: An Analysis of Victim Vulnerability Profiles from a Florida-Based Youth Trafficking Intervention
  Author: Maria S. Blake, University of South Florida
  Author: Emily Walker, University of South Florida
  Author: Kaci Crook, University of South Florida
  Author: Bressia Bon, University of South Florida
  Author: Fawn Ngo, University of South Florida

- The City as the Classroom: Developing Faculty-Led Study Abroad Programming for Criminal Justice
  Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
  Author: Nicholas Powell, Georgia Department of Community Supervision
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- Stress Profiles of Probation and Parole Officers: Incorporating Biological Measures
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- Probation and Parole Officer Stress and its Association with Officer-Supervisee Relationship
  Author: Amanda Sutton, Georgia State University
  Author: Katherine French, Georgia State University
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- The Association between Officer-Supervisee Interaction and Supervisee Recidivism Outcomes: Preliminary findings
  Author: Katherine French, Georgia State University
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- The Role of Stress in Implementing Community Supervision Initiatives
  Author: Nicholas Powell, Georgia Department of Community Supervision
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 264

Current Issues in Criminal Justice: An Analysis of the Contemporary Topics Influencing Criminal Justice

Speaker(s):
Moderator: Darren Keith Stucker, Cape Cod Community College
Discussant: Christopher James Uhlert, College of Lake County
Discussant: Paul R. Gormley, Lynn University
Discussant: Jermaine Reese, Henry Ford College

- Journey Vienevation: Challenges and lessons so far learned from an evaluation of a family reunification program for trafficked youth
  Author: Maria S. Blake, University of South Florida
  Author: Kyley Pate Carter, University of South Florida
  Author: Joan Reid, University of South Florida

- Participatory Action Research; Human Trafficking Stakeholders, and Lessons Learned
  Author: Shelly Wagers, University of South Florida
  Author: Jessica M. Grosholz, University of South Florida
  Author: Sarazota-Manatee Campus
  Author: Kyley Pate Carter, University of South Florida
  Author: Meghan Scott, University of South Florida
  Author: Martha McCullough, University of South Florida

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 265

Probation and Parole Officer Stress and Officer-Supervisee Relationship: A Biosocial Approach of Reducing Offending

Speaker(s):
Chair: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- Stress Profiles of Probation and Parole Officers: Incorporating Biological Measures
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- Probation and Parole Officer Stress and its Association with Officer-Supervisee Relationship
  Author: Amanda Sutton, Georgia State University
  Author: Katherine French, Georgia State University
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- Characterizing Officer-supervisee Relationships in Probation and Parole
  Author: Montana Nodak, Georgia State University
  Author: Dona Chico, Georgia State University
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- The Association between Officer-Supervisee Interaction and Supervisee Recidivism Outcomes: Preliminary findings
  Author: Katherine French, Georgia State University
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

- The Role of Stress in Implementing Community Supervision Initiatives
  Author: Nicholas Powell, Georgia Department of Community Supervision
  Author: Frances R. Chen, Georgia State University

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 266

The City as the Classroom: Developing Faculty-Led Study Abroad Programming for Criminal Justice

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Stacy Mallcoat, Cal State Fullerton
Discussant: Denise Paquette Boote, University of Texas at Dallas
Discussant: Cassia Spohn, Arizona State University
Discussant: Pauline Brennan, University of Massachusetts Lowell

- From the Rockies to Bohemia: Comparative Crime and Justice and Study Abroad in Prague
  Author: Michael Hogan, Colorado State University
  Author: Eva Illeenova, ECCE Prague

- Study Abroad Tri forte: Three programs, Three Police Departments, and Three Generations
  Author: Rhonda R Dobbs, Tarleton State University

- Ethical Practices Within the Criminal Justice Field
  Chair: Katy Hudson, UCCS College of Public Service
  Author: Greg Atulak-Duru, UCCS College of Public Service
  Author: Sana Hamad, UCCS College of Public Service

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 267

Czech This Out: Implementing Study Abroad Programs In Prague And Beyond

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Tara O'Connor Shelby, Tarleton State University

- From the Rockies to Bohemia: Comparative Crime and Justice and Study Abroad in Prague
  Author: Michael Hogan, Colorado State University
  Author: Eva Illeenova, ECCE Prague

- Study Abroad Tri forte: Three programs, Three Police Departments, and Three Generations
  Author: Rhonda R Dobbs, Tarleton State University

- European Experiences on the Road
  Author: Eva Illeenova, ECCE Prague

- Transatlantic Perspectives: An Interdisciplinary Exploration in Scotland
  Author: Casey Heath, Tarleton State University

Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 268

Ethical Practices Within the Criminal Justice Field

Speaker(s):
Chair: Katy Hudson, UCCS College of Public Service
Author: Greg Atulak-Duru, UCCS College of Public Service
Author: Sana Hamad, UCCS College of Public Service

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 269

ACJS Section Leadership Meeting w/ ACJS Association Manager

Location: Continental Room E, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 270

Coffee Bar Thursday Morning

Location: Lower Level Foyer and 3rd Floor Foyer, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 271
Jim Ruiz Employment Exchange Thursday  
Location: Mobley, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 283

Exhibit Hall Thursday  
Location: Continental Room A, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 284

Alpha Phi Sigma Thursday  
Location: Continental Room C, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 281

Alpha Phi Sigma Thursday Breakout  
Location: Grand Tradition, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 282

9:00 AM - 10:45 AM CDT  
Issues in Corrections: Supervision Violations, Solitary Confinement, Case Plans, and Risky Facilities  
Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 284

Police Stress, Burnout, and Legitimacy in the Global Context  
Location: Salon C6, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 301

The Role of Education and Programs on Rehabilitation and Reentry  
Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 296

Institutional Supervision, Personnel and Administration 4  
Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 298

Issues in Human Trafficking Research  
Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 303
Criminal Justice Recruitment Amid a Staffing Crisis

Addressing the Criminal Justice Recruitment Crisis: Analyzing Factors that Influence Applicants Among College Students
Author: Danielle Marie Thomas, USF
Author: Chase M. Jaynes, University of South Florida
Author: Malaka Raisa Santos, University of South Florida
Author: Kalelyn Nicole Smith, University of South Florida

Combating the Crisis: Strategies to Recruit and Retain Quality Officers
Moderator: Christ Smith, R Street Institute
Discussant: Jillian Snider, R Street Institute
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Discussant: Logan Seacrest, R Street Institute

Current Socio-Political and Cultural Issues: How They're Affecting Crisis, Recruitment, and Retention
Moderator: & Discussant: Mike Forest, Campbellsville University
Discussant: Jeffrey Paul Rudd, University of South Alabama
Discussant: Thomas A. Egan, St. Joseph's University of New York
Discussant: Jillian Snider, R Street Institute
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Discussant: Maria (Maki) Haberfeld, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Discussant: Jeff Smith, Gwinnett County Solicitor General's Office
Discussant: Andrew Costello, Monroe College

Police Organizations: The Great Resignation, and Police Employment Among Sworn and Non-Sworn Employees
Author: Jeffrey Nowak, Colorado State University
Author: Michael Gibson, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

State, Society, and Cybersecurity: Navigating the Complex Landscape of Digital Governance and Threats

Pompeo, Christie, Obama, the "Government CyberProtectors" and Snowden et al at the "New Knowledge Cyberclass"
Author: Emmanuel Boussoula, Hofstra University

Protecting The Critical Infrastructure - Issues in Midstream Cybersecurity
Author: Ismail D. Gunes, Department of Homeland Security & Criminal Justice
Author: Oguah Tan Bbeyu, Siv Russ Safety Institute
Author: Naisue Xiong, Siv Russ State University

State-Sponsored Financial Theft: Their ramification and Impact on Cryptocurrency
Author: Hannarae Lee, Bridgewater State University

U.S. Healthcare Data Breach: A State-Level Perspective
Author: Alyssana Cruz, Bridgewater State University
Author: Hannarae Lee, Bridgewater State University

Using Emotional Intelligence to Prevent Burnout and Increase Production

Speaker(s): Presenter: Michael McCutcheon, Fitchburg State University
Location: Lake Huron, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 285

From Chalkboard to Clicks: Faculty's Best Practices for the (Digital) Classroom

Speaker(s): Presenter: Lauren Sabon, University of Arkansas
Presenter: Rocio Paez Ritter, University of Arkansas
Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 286

ACJS Victimology Section Awards and Member Meeting

Speaker(s): Event Lead Contact: Sadie J. Miller, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 294

Review of the Supreme Court's 2022 Term Criminal Justice-Related Decisions

Speaker(s): Chair: Craig Hemmens, Washington State University

The Supreme Court and the Eighth Amendment
Author: Claire Nobasco Braaten, Texas A & M University-San Antonio

The Supreme Court and the 4th Amendment
Author: Brenda Rowe, University of Southern Mississippi

The Supreme Court and the 5th Amendment
Author: Michael S. Vaugn, Sam Houston State University

The Supreme Court and the 1st Amendment
Author: Jeffery T. Walker, University of Alabama-Birmingham

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 293
Navigating Academia among Black Faculty: The Pathways and Perils of Securing Promotion and Tenure

Speaker(s): Moderator & Discussant: Patrick Webb, North Carolina A&T State University Discussant: Asha Layne, Morgan State University Discussant: Sherisse Tresudes-Moore, Minnesota State University Discussant: Darren Beneby, North Carolina A&T State University
Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 252

Measured Force: How Data Transparency Benefits Law Enforcement and the Public

Speaker(s): Moderator: Christ Smith, R Street Institute Discussant: Jillian Sridar, R Street Institute Presenter: John Jay College of Criminal Justice Discussant: Logan Seacrest, R Street Institute
Location: Whifflet Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 289

Roundtable: Building Communities of Support in and Around the Criminal Legal System

Speaker(s): Moderator: Scott Jackson, The University of Notre Dame Discussant: Steven Matthew Clark, Awakening Exchange Discussant: Mary L Cohen, University of Iowa Discussant: Gina Hausknecht, Coe College Discussant: Patrick Horton, Arts and Music Programs for Education in Detention Centers
Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 288

Concomitants of Violence and Aggression I

Speaker(s): Moderator & Discussant: Liz Althade-Victor, Tiffin University Discussant: Fang Wei Law, Tiffin University Discussant: Olcay Sedef Karatos, Tiffin University
Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 290

The Good, Bad, and Ugly: Part II: Teaching in the Age of No Information

Speaker(s): Moderator: Tiffany King, Yavapai College Discussant: Allen J. Wong, Wentworth Institute of Technology Discussant: Tara Pippell, Dominican University New York Discussant: Alyssa LaBerge, Michigan State University Discussant: Shavonne A. Artis, Seton Hill University
Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 291

Up for Program Review? Learn About the New ACJS standards and Program Endorsement Program

Speaker(s): Chair: Christine Tartaro Author: Janice Joseph, Richard Stockton College of New Jersey Author: Alda V. Merlo, Indiana University of Pennsylvania Author: Jay Albanese, Virginia Commonwealth University
Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 444

Breaking Down Barriers: How Inclusive Access Textbooks Can Transform Learning

Speaker(s): Moderator & Discussant: Paul Gormley, Lynn University Discussant: James Blair, South Texas College Discussant: Matthew McCarthy, Northeast Community College
Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 287

November 11 at 11:00 AM - 12:15 PM CDT

Keynote General Session with the Co-Executive Director of the Campaign for the Fair Sentencing of Youth (CFSY) Xavier McElrath-Bey and Senior Advisor, Community Violence Intervention, U.S. D.O.J. Eddie Bocanegra
Location: International Ballroom North, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 306

Employment Exchange Special Session: Tips for a Successful Job Interview

Speaker(s): Presenter: Renee Lamphere, University of North Carolina at Pembroke Presenter: Patricia Dahl, Washburn University Presenter: Jonathan Lee, Penn State Harrisburg
Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 305

November 11 at 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM CDT

Panel 1: Bail & Bail Reform

Bail Reform in Houston
Author: Laura McCarty, Sam Houston State University

Changes in jail populations: Results from naturalistic experiments
Author: Jamie Vaske, Western Carolina University

Examining the Effect of Eliminating Bail on Recidivism in New York
Author: Rene Ropac, Data Collaborative for Justice (DCJ)

Judicial Discretion and Bail Reform
Author: Wendy R. Cathey, University of Cincinnati

The Impact of Pretrial Release: Predicting Divergent Behavior and Meeting Their Needs
Author: Macon Delang, Measures for Justice Institute Author: Alexandria Ackles, Measures for Justice Author: Serna Taheri, Measures for Justice Institute Author: Hillary Livingston, Measures for Justice Institute
Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 326
Approaches in Qualitative Methods

Detecting Hate Crimes Through Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing
Author: Ana Ortiz Salazar, Seattle Police Department

Identifying the Missing Prisoners of the Texas State Prison Cemetery
Author: Franklin T. Wilson, Indiana State University

Public Records? The Benefits and Challenges of Obtaining “Publicly Accessible” Information
Author: Mari Pierce, Penn State University, Beaver

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 325

The Impact of the Criminal Justice System on Minorities

A Critical Examination of the Prosecution of Rappers and their Lyrics
Moderator & Discussant: Chloe C. Ashby, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Discussant: Rannino N. Lovas, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Discussant: Morgan Fair, University of Maryland Eastern Shore

Disproportionate Representation of African-Americans in the U.S. Criminal Justice System
Author: Jahliah Sanders, Virginia State University
Author: Reona Okoye, Virginia State University

The War on Drugs Is Really the War Against Minorities and the Lower Class
Author: Amelia Lewin, DePaul University Criminology

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 322

Gender within an international lens

Gender Discrimination towards Female Arab Teenagers in Israel and Their Involvement in Severe Violence
Author: Lana J. Jores, University of Cambridge
Author: Mona Khoury, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Representations of Intimacy, Relationships, and Gender Violence in Bollywood Indian Cinema (2017-2021): Discussion and Implications
Author: Maghna Bhat, Independent

Who Students in Russia Choose not to Report Sexual Harassment: The Role of Institutional Legitimacy
Author: Anna Gurinskaya, Michigan State University

Location: Salon C6, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 327

The Connection between Risk Assessment and Child-Serving Officers

A Pilot Exploration of System Barriers and Facilitators of Social Workers Serving Disadvantaged Youth
Author: Morgan Saba, University of South Florida

Predictive Validity of the SAVRY Individual/Clinical Risk Factor on Mississippi Justice Involved Youth Recidivism
Author: Richard Dembo, Univ. of South Florida
Author: Sheena Gardner, Mississippi State University
Author: Angela Robertson, Mississippi State University
Author: Jennifer Wamnham, Wayne State University

The Role of Cognitive Development in Assessments of Juvenile Remorse: Perspectives from Probation Officers
Author: Ashley Baltarevich, Rutgers University

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 317

Regional Leadership Summit
Location: Continental Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 319

ACJS Student Luncheon: Open To All Students; Badges Checked At Door
Location: International Ballroom South, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 318

Public Perceptions of Human Trafficking

Hiding in Plain Sight: Human Trafficking Public Perceptions and Challenges in Public Policy Work
Author: Whitney S. Sanders, The University of Texas at Dallas
Author: Denise Paquette Boots, University of Texas at Dallas
Author: Timothy M. Boyt, Institute for Urban Policy Research

Knowledge and Perspectives on Sex Trafficking by Gender and Parental Status
Author: Ashley Sease, Tiffin University

Racial Barriers in Human Trafficking: Identification and Deconstruction
Author: Afza Haq, Washington State University
Author: Cassandra Mary Frances Young, Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology
Author: Joel E. Stanley, San Diego State University
Author: Zariah Pettus, Sam Houston State University

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 316

Critical Issues in Basic Police Training

Dallas Embarks Academically in the Cadet Training Experience: A Novel Approach to Police Reform
Moderator & Discussant: Aaron Bartula, University of North Texas at Dallas
Discussant: Eric Coleman, University of North Texas at Dallas
Discussant: Mark Stalio, University of North Texas at Dallas
Discussant: Roberto Gallardo, University of North Texas at Dallas
Discussant: Paul Reynolds, Caruth Police Institute at UNT-Dallas

Police Academy Programs on College Campuses
Author: Michael McCutcheon, Florida State University

The Effects of Self-Social Control and Gender Differences on Police Cadets’ Integrity
Author: Meng-Ru Shih, University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Author: Lupin Cao, Ontario Tech University
Author: Yuning Wu, Wayne State University
Author: Fei-Lin Chen, Taiwan Police College

Location: Wilfred Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 316
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Author: Michael Richard Panke, Tiffin University  
A Criminal Analysis of Active Shooters in the United States  
Moderator & Discussant: LaSherra Nance-Bush, Texas Southern University  
Discussant: Gloria Olari, Texas Southern University  
Moderator: Dedan Ikewaraba Omude, Texas Southern University  
Dangerous Recipe Gun Violence Study: Update on Multi-City Findings and the Black Male Lived Experience  
Author: Johnny Rice II, Coppin State University  
Author: Howard Henderson, Texas Southern University  
Center for Justice Research  
Author: Dorothy Dillard, Delaware State University  
Author: Manuela Mengmam, Jackson State University  
Author: Amy Goldstein, Thurgood Marshall College Fund  
Author: Stacey Longo, Coppin State University (Student Presenter)  
Murder by Mail: An Overview of Weaponized Letters and Their Targets  
Author: Michael F. Roth, Sam Houston State University, Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology |
| 307         | Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago | Advances and Innovations in Pedagogy 1 | An Ethic of Care and Care Theory in the Criminal Justice Classroom  
Author: Robert Bradford Lehmann, Virginia Commonwealth University  
Books Talk - Restoraty Pratice in the Classroom: Diamnnancy the Ruhbilitation and Corruption of Hight Education  
Author: Anthony J. Nocella II (theMay), Department of Criminal Justice, Salt Lake Community College  
Community-Based Learning in the Criminal Justice Classroom: Inclusively through Dialogue with Community Actors  
Author: Aubri F. McDonald, University of Wisconsin-Parkside  
Criminal Justice Pioneers in US History  
Author: MARK Jones, East Carolina University  
Elevating the Capstone Experience  
Author: Gretchen Schmidt, Excelsior University  
Author: Kelley Crain, Excelsior University |
| 308         | Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago | Artificial Intelligence: Policies on Usage in Student Work and Research | Speaker(s):  
Moderator & Discussant: Allen W. Wong, Wentworth Institute of Technology  
Discussant: Jason Armstrong, Albany State University  
Discussant: Paul Gormley, Lynn University  
Location: Lake Huron, Hilton Chicago |
| 314         | Salon C4, Hilton Chicago | Advancing Research on Reentry from Jails, Prison, and Residential Correctional Facilities | Speaker(s):  
Author & Chair: Ryan Spohn, University of Nebraska-Omaha  
Practitioner and Research Partner Perspectives on the Implementation and Evaluation of Risk Reduction Interventions for Reentry from Work Release and Residential Corrections  
Author: Michael Campagna, University of Nebraska - Omaha  
Author: Erica Lee, Satter Foundation  
Author: Ryan Spohn, University of Nebraska-Omaha  
Reentry and Recidivism for People Returning from Jail: Intermediate Results from a Second Chance Act Evaluation  
Author: Cassandra Altem-Punti, Florida Atlantic University  
Prison-Based Chemical Dependency Treatment and Mortally Followup Release  
Author: Susan McInerney, Minnesota Department of Corrections  
Author: Valerie A. Clark, Minnesota Department of Corrections  
Practitioner, Research Partner, and Technical Assistance Provider Collaboration: A View of Practice and Research  
Author: Ryan Spohn, University of Nebraska-Omaha |
| 315         | Salon C8, Hilton Chicago | Locked and Loaded: An Evaluation of Gun Violence in a Bay Area City | Speaker(s):  
Presenter: Michelle Ripp, California State University, East Bay  
Presenter: Summer Jackson, California State University, East Bay  
Presenter: Toney Chapline, Hayward Police Department  
Location: Wilford Room A, Hilton Chicago |
| 307         | Wilford Room A, Hilton Chicago | Private Security–Law Enforcement Partnerships | Speaker(s):  
Moderator & Discussant: Jeffrey Paul Rush, University of South Alabama  
Discussant: Christine Nix, University of Mary Hardin Bay  
Discussant: Jeff Burnam, Texas State University  
Discussant: Jillian Snider, R Street Institute  
Joy College of Criminal Justice  
Discussant: Thomas Egan, Retired NYPD  
Location: Wilford Room C, Hilton Chicago |
| 313         | Wilford Room C, Hilton Chicago | Roundtable: Doing Restorative Justice Right | Speaker(s):  
Moderator & Discussant: Rebecca S. Sanner, Penn State Wilkes Barre  
Discussant: J. Renee Trombley, Metropolitan State University of Denver  
Discussant: Timothy Holter, University of Pitt-Greensburg  
Discussant: Jeremy Olson, Penn State Wilkes Barre  
Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago |
Concomitants of Violence and Aggression

Speaker(s):
Discussant: Ashley Sease, Tiffin University
Discussant: Liz Afriade-Victor, Tiffin University
Discussant: Kennedy Ball, Tiffin University
Moderator & Discussant: Johnathan Sharp, Tiffin University

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 311

Deciphering Hidden Illicit Fentanyl Networks and Predatory Vendors on Darknet Marketplaces

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Marie-Helen Maras, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Discussant: Jana Asnovsky, Discussant: Bryce Bartheau, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Discussant: Kenji Logie, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Discussant: Adam Yaredt, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 310

Collective Bargaining and Conditions of Work in the Changing Landscape of Education

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Chris Upton, College of Lake County
Discussant: Jessica Noble, Lewis and Clark Community College
Discussant: Matthew McCarthy, Northeast Community College
Moderator & Discussant: Christopher James Utcott, College of Lake County

Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 328

1:30 PM - 3:00 PM CDT
ACJS Minorities and Women Section General Business Meeting

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 328

2:00 PM - 3:15 PM CDT
Criminology and Criminal Justice Chairs Business Meeting

Speaker(s):
Moderator: Mataria-Neuly, Washington State University

Location: Lake Huron, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 340

Panel 2: Pretrial Detention

Article 32 Hearing Pre-Trial Outcomes in Cases of Military Sexual Assault
Author: Bassey Kooffreh, University of Mississippi

Do geographic patterns of pretrial detention align with violent rates of crime?
Author: B. C. Rhine, Texas State University

Exploring initial screening and charging decisions in a Midwest prosecutor’s office
Author: Eric Grommon, Indiana University
Author: T. K. Bass, Indiana University
Author: Carmen Diaz, Indiana University

The Impact of Pretrial Practices on Pretrial Misconduct and COVID-19: A Natural Experiment
Author: Danielle Dagenhart, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
Author: Tina Freburger, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 341

Comparative Law and Policy

Citizens’ Attitudes towards the Criminal Justice System (Courts and Police) in Africa
Author: Michael K Ochotrommynych, Kent State University

The Yugoslav Legacy: Penal Policies of Slovenia, Croatia, and Serbia
Author: Jak Hasic, University of Maribor, FCJS
Author: Gorazd Mesko, University of Maribor, FCJS

Understanding “Governing Through Crime” Pressures in Latin America
Author: Cecilia Chouhy

Urban Violence in South Africa: Examining Victim-Offender Relationships and Sentencing Outcomes
Author: Hyeseon Shin, University of South Carolina
Author: John D. Burton, University of South Carolina
Author: SooJung Lee, Konyangi University

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 346

Understanding Sex Trafficking and Its Origins

An Assessment of Global Pattern of Trafficking of Minors and Young Adults
Author: Tinu Neha Miinam, Cotley College
Author: Adarsh Krishnan, UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS

Child Sex Trafficking: The Sex Abuse-to-Prison Pipeline and The Impact on African American Girls
Discussant: Simone Alicia Smith, Clark Atlanta University
Discussant: Nyya Parson-Hudson, Clark Atlanta University
Discussant: Asha Ross, Clark Atlanta University
Discussant: Corey Westley, Clark Atlanta University

Exploring Factors Influencing Sexual Exploitation amongst the helpless victims of human trafficking
Author: Bassey Kooffreh, University of Mississippi

Process of Human Trafficking: A study among victims of Commercial Sexual Exploitation in Tamilnadu (India)
Author: Pranamrit Murthy, University of Madras
Author: Murugan Shanmugam, University of Madras

The Effect of High-Poverty Areas on the Frequency of Human Trafficking
Author: Jales Ortega Gonzalez, Western Connecticut State University

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 343
Juvenile Detention
A phenomenological exploration of high school education completion in juvenile correctional facilities in Pennsylvania
Author: Denzel Christian, Tennessee State University Author: Joshua Adams, Arizona State University
Permanently Insecure: The Impact of Juvenile Life Without Parole Sentences
Author: Tarin VanderPly, Western Oregon University
Standard Over-sight for Juveniles for Future Pandemic Lockdowns
Author: Daphne Cross, Southern University at New Orleans
Trauma-informed Juvenile Corrections: The Ongoing Impact of Reform in Texas Secure Youth Facilities
Author: Emily Knox, Texas Juvenile Justice Department Author: Evan Norton, Texas Juvenile Justice Department Author: Shantae Motley, Texas Juvenile Justice Department Author: Claire Boudrot, Texas Juvenile Justice Department
Treatment Quality, Motivation and Osservance among Youth with Substance Abuse and Mental Health Disorders
Author: Kaylee T Wolff, John Jay College of Criminal Justice Author: Michael T Baghko, Youth Opportunity LLC Author: Joshua T Lang, John Jay College of Criminal Justice Author: Jonathan Intravia, Bell State University

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 342

State and Community Responses to Human Trafficking
Amplified Victimization and Black Women’s Experiences with the State as Sex Trafficking Victims
Author: Cassandra Mary Frances Young, Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Sam Houston State University
Look the Other Way: An exploration of corruption in human trafficking
Author: Jessica Saksen, Ohio Northern University Author: Joseph DeLeeuw, Ohio Northern University
The Implied Policymaking in Unconscious: Dreams of Disempowering Gender and Violence Against Children in Anti-Terror Policymaking
Author: Sanjeev Kaur, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAVEN

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 339

Opportunities with Federal Agencies
Speaker(s):
Speaker: Nancy La Vigne, National Institute of Justice
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 345

Non-Traditional Police Models
Examining Police and Citizen Perspectives on the Impact of an Embedded Co-Responder Model
Author: Vaughn Critchlow, University of Connecticut Author: Cassandra Allen-Plunk, Florida Atlantic University
Exploring and Evaluating the Effectiveness of a Colorado Mental Health Co-Responder Program
Author: Michelle Anguil, Texas State University
Law Enforcement Mental Health Crisis Response Assessment
Author: Anastasia Smith, Seton Hill University Author: Shavonne Arthurs, Seton Hill University
Unamed Policing in New York City
Author: Thomas A. Elgan, St. Joseph’s University of New York
What Do We Know About School Resource Officers?
Moderator & Discussant: Beth J. Sanborn, Montgomery County (PA) School Safety Program Moderator: Frank Plunkett, Peirce College Discussant: Melanie F.P. Soderstrom, Texas State University Discussant: Darren Keith Stocker, Cape Cod Community College Discussant: Julie Q. Smith, Columbus (Indiana) Police Department

Location: Wilford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 348

RJ, Youth and Best Practices
Access to Justice: Core Values Building as Restorative Practice
Author: Rachel Halfrida Cunliffe, Restorative Justice Solutions
What’s in it for the Victim? Assessing Restorative Practices with Youth
Author: Laura MacDiarmid, The University of Guelph Humber Author: Priya Puran, The University of Guelph Humber Author: Tenisha Noel, The University of Guelph Humber

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 337

Social, Legislative, and Community Contexts of Gun Violence
Examining the Impact of Gun Law Streng th on Gun Violence
Author: Ali Ozdogan, Commonwealth University of Pennsylvania Author: Mulfu Koseli, Chicago State University
Examining the Interplay, Primary Gun Markets and Violence in Socio-Ecological Contexts
Author: Jie Xu, St John’s University - New York City
Fear of the Government: Implications for Gun Ownership in the United States
Author: Christopher Han-Fa Seto, Purdue University

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 344

Advances and Innovations in Pedagogy 2
Empowering pedagogy: Community-centred and student-led learning in Criminology
Author: Sarah Yenoch, Capilano University
Implementing high-quality lecture videos in an asynchronous online criminal justice course
Author: Ethan Mambali, University of Houston-Downtown
Micro Credentials in Criminal Justice “Convict Culture”
Author: Howard Kurtz, Southernmost Oklahoma State University
Notes on the Value of (Moral) Philosophy for CJ education
Author: Jessica Bird, University of Illinois at Chicago
Pedagogical Innovations: Promoting Student Engagement and Retention in Criminal Justice Elective Courses
Author: Cassandra Reyes

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 338
Session Code: 329
Location: Salon C6, Hilton Chicago

Discussant: Author Meets Critic: Surviving Solitary: Living & Working in Restricted Housing Units
Author: Jeffrey P Dennis, Minnesota State University, Mankato

The Covenant School Shooting: Media Coverage and Backlash Against the Transgender Community
Author: Daisy Ball, Roanoke College

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 347

Latest Findings from the National Juvenile Justice Data Analysis Program

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Charles Puzzanchera, National Center for Juvenile Justice

Breaking the Cycle: Improving How the Juvenile Courts Respond to Child Abuses and Neglect
Author: Marly Ziegler, National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges

Author: Kristen Russell, National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges

What Services are Provided to Youth in Juvenile Residential Facilities?
Author: Sarah Hookerberry, National Center for Juvenile Justice

Racial and Ethnic Disparities in the Handling of Delinquency Cases
Author: Charles Puzzanchera, National Center for Juvenile Justice

Juvenile Transfer to Criminal Court: Policy Trends, Research Outcomes, and the Reemergence of Blended Sentencing
Author: Elena Beigel, National Center for Juvenile Justice

Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 334

The ACJS Directory Project

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Reuben Jonathan Miller, Clemson University

Author: Danielle Rudes, Sam Houston State University

Author: Natasha A. Frost, Northeastern University

Author: Kevin Wright

Primary Contact: Reuben Jonathan Miller, Clemson University

Speaker(s):
Author: Charles Lieberman, Mercy College

Discussant: Nicole Napolitano, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Discussant: John DeCarlo, University of New Haven

Discussant: Andrew Costello, Monroe College

Location: Willford Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 335

Pursuing Equitable Justice Through Police Reform: Transparency & Accountability

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Davut Akca, Lakehead University

Discussant: Charles Lieberman, Mercy College

Discussant: Nicole Napolitano, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Discussant: John DeCarlo, University of New Haven

Discussant: Andrew Costello, Monroe College

Discussant: Eric Dlugielski, Central Connecticut State University

Location: Willford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 336

Beyond Mass Incarceration

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Reuben Jonathan Miller

Location: Willford Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 339

Pursuing Equitable Justice Through Police Reform: Transparency & Accountability

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Charles Lieberman, Mercy College

Discussant: Nicole Napolitano, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Discussant: John DeCarlo, University of New Haven

Discussant: Andrew Costello, Monroe College

Discussant: Eric Dlugielski, Central Connecticut State University

Location: Willford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 337

Author Meets Critic: Surviving Solitary: Living & Working in Restricted Housing Units

Speaker(s):
Chair: Jose Torres, Clemson University

Author: Daniela Rudis, Sam Houston State University

Author: TiLisa Carter

Author: Natasha A. Frost, Northeastern University

Author: Kevin Wright

Primary Contact: Jose Torres, Clemson University

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 333
Competency Based Education 101

Speaker(s): Moderator & Discussant: Jessica Noble, Lewis and Clark Community College; Discussant: Paul Gormley, Lynn University; Discussant: Marco Antonio Ortega, El Paso Community College
Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 350

Coffee Bar Thursday Afternoon
Location: Lower Level Foyer and 3rd Floor Foyer, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 349

Security and Crime Prevention Section Annual Business Meeting
Location: Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 350

Location: Lake Huron, Hilton Chicago

Ongoing Concerns with Evidentiary Searches: From K-9s to Juvenile Miranda Laws to Cell Phones in Schools

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 364

Topics in assessment, plus a bit about open access journals

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 371

COVID-19 and Reentry Challenges

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 372

ACJS Corrections Section Business and Awards Meeting
Location: Continental Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 367

Officer Wellness

Location: Willford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 369

Determinants of School Safety

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 370
Session Code: 366

**Advances and Innovations in Pedagogy 3**

- **Perceptions and Influence of Active Learning on Undergraduates**
  - **Author:** Catherine Manrum, Appalachian State University  
  - **Author:** Matthew Barnett Robinson, Appalachian State University

- **Students’ Perceptions of Hyflex Courses**
  - **Author:** Michelle Kilburn, Southeast Missouri State University  
  - **Author:** Laura Krieger-Sample, Southeast Missouri State University  
  - **Author:** John Unterreiner, Southeast Missouri State University

- **Teaching Self-Care and Stress Management in a First-Year Criminal Justice Course**
  - **Author:** Sarah Fischer, Marymount University

- **Tilt the Criminal Justice Curriculum**
  - **Author:** Stephanie Whitehead, Indiana University East  
  - **Author:** Carrie Mier, Indiana University East

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 365

**Restorative and Community Justice Section General Business Meeting**

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 368

**Bridging the Gap Between Empirical Evidence and Practice in Juvenile Justice**

**Speaker(s):**
- **Moderator & Discussant:** Lauren A Morgan, University of Missouri-St. Louis National Institute of Justice  
- **Discussant:** Gordon A Crews, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley  
- **Discussant:** Radon Nicholas State, Florida Southern College

Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 359

**Recent Caribbean Crime Trends and Regional Response**

**Speaker(s):**
- **Moderator & Discussant:** Sherill Veen Morris-Francis, Mississippi Valley State University  
- **Discussant:** Camille Gibson, Prairie View A&M University  
- **Discussant:** Lorna E Grant, North Carolina Central University  
- **Discussant:** Marika Dawkins, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley  
- **Discussant:** Tank Weekes, University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 360

**Rethinking Criminal Justice: Is It Time?**

**Speaker(s):**
- **Moderator:** Jeffrey Paul Rush, University of South Alabama  
- **Discussant:** Jillian Snider, R Street Institute/John Jay College of Criminal Justice  
- **Discussant:** Andrew Costello, Monroe College  
- **Discussant:** Delores D. Jones-Brown, John Jay College of Criminal Justice (retired)

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 357

**Let’s Be Clear Screening: The People Behind Criminal Justice Data**

**Speaker(s):**
- **Moderator & Discussant:** Amy Bach, Measures for Justice  
- **Discussant:** Susan Lee, Chicago Cred  
- **Discussant:** Sema Taheri, Measures for Justice Institute

Location: Salon C6, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 356

**A Thematic Analysis of Restorative Practices and Its Impact on the Prison to School Pipeline**

**Speaker(s):**
- **Moderator:** Raymond M Delaney Jr., Southern University at New Orleans  
- **Discussant:** Ashraf Elsamir, Dillard University  
- **Discussant:** Aysha Smith, Southern University at New Orleans  
- **Discussant:** Charles Love, New Orleans Police Department

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 355

**So You Got Hired! Now What? Tips for Junior Faculty Members**

**Speaker(s):**
- **Presenter:** Monica Summers, California State University Fresno

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 351

**But I Don’t Want to Teach**

**Speaker(s):**
- **Presenter:** Courtney Porter, Marymount University

Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 352

**Gender, Gender Identity, and LGBTQ+ Safety**

**Speaker(s):**
- **Presenter:** Jia Sung Hong  
- **Chair:** Lindsay Semprevivo, Radford University  
- **Author:** Crystal Farmer, Ceres Policy Research Center  
- **Author:** Sydney Jacobs Allen, Ceres Policy Research Center  
- **Author:** Dorothy Espelage, University of North Carolina

Location: Wilfred Room A, Hilton Chicago

Session Code: 361
What Does Good Look Like?: Perceptions of the Ideal Law Enforcement Officer's Characteristics and Qualities

Speaker(s): Moderator & Discussant: Stephen W. Bell, Mount Marty University Discussant: Jennifer Cliff, Mount Marty University Discussant: Joshua Adams, Arizona State University Discussant: Hector Medrano, Los Angeles Police Department

Location: Willford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 359


Speaker(s):
Author: Deena A. Isom
Author: Kaitlen Emilee Hubbard, University of South Carolina Author: Miltonette Olivia Craig, Sam Houston State University Author: Michael Mitchell, Teaching College of New Jersey Author: Howard Ryan, West Virginia University Author: Henrika McCoy
Author: Nancy Helzeg, St. Catherine University Author: Stephanie Whitehead, Indiana University East

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 362

The Spirit of the Constitutional Law: A Comparative Approach

Speaker(s):
Author: Sanaz Alasti, Lamar University Author: Amir Fakhravar, National Iranian Congress

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 363

Developing contemporary physical security program content in a modern threat environment

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Darin Cygan, Utah Valley Community College

Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 353

Victimology Roundtable: Community Connections: Building the Bridge between Scholars and Practitioners of Victims' Services

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Sadie J. Miller, Indiana University of Pennsylvania Discussant: Christina Policastro, University of Tennessee Chattanooga Discussant: Cassandra Reyes, West Chester University Discussant: Leah Daigle, Georgia State University

Location: Lake Michigan, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 354

© 5:00 PM - 5:15 PM CDT

ACJS Critical Criminal Justice Section Business Meeting

Speaker(s): Session Organizer: Walter DeKeseredy, West Virginia University

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 373

© 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM CDT

ACJS Police Section Reception and Business Meeting

Speaker(s): Session Organizer: Veronika James, Office of Justice and Safety, Harris County, Texas

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 374

© 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM CDT

ACJS Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Section Reception & Business Meeting

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 375

2024 Mentoring Introduction and Social

Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 376

© 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM CDT

ACJS Law and Public Policy Section General Business Meeting and Awards Dinner

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 378

© 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM CDT

Washington State University Reception

Location: Willford Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 381

Sam Houston State University College of Criminal Justice and Criminology Reception

Location: Willford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 380

Carolina Academic Press Author Reception

Speaker(s):
Session Organizer: Beth Hall, Carolina Academic Press
Location: Willford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 377
African Criminology and Justice Association General Meeting
Speaker(s):
Session Organizer: Oko Elechi, Mississippi Valley State University
Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 379

Friday, Mar 22, 2024

ACJS Meeting Registration Friday
Location: 9th St. N Reg Counter, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 382

ACJS General Business Meeting and Getting Involved in ACJS Committees
Speaker(s):
Session Organizer: Anthony A. Peguero
Location: 8th St. N Reg Counter, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 383

Complicating Stereotypes and Social Constructions of IPV

Voting behind Bars: Perspectives from Incarcerated Residents

Author: Kristen M. Budd, The Sentencing Project

Locked Up During Lockdown: Mental Health Impacts of Prolonged Solitary Confinement During the Covid-19 Pandemic

Author: Abigail Miller, University of Maine

Reframing Drug Courts in an Era of Reform

Author: Owen Dwight Harvey, Indiana University-Kokomo

Who is Ready?: Rethinking Treatment Court Phases

Author: Christopher P Felts, Indiana University Kokomo

Problem Solving Courts for the Future of Equitable Justice

Beyond Punishment: Examining the Transformative Role of Problem-Solving Courts in Rehabilitation

Author: Jacob Thomas Holton, Indiana University-Kokomo

Differential Impact of Problem-Solving Courts

Author: Mua Aboud Holbrook, University of Nevada Reno

Establishing client's compliance and risk factors associated with drug court outcomes

Author: Abraham Cho, New Mexico State University

Law Enforcement Concerns: Officer Health and Citizen Perceptions of Police

Impact of Stress on Detroit Police Officers' Health

Author: Daniela Aguilar Carranza, University of Idaho

Law Enforcement Mental Health Awareness

Author: Katherine Nicole Prantl, Seton Hill University

Listening to LEOs: Benefits of Using a Collaborative Approach to Evaluate Police-Mental Health Initiatives

Author: Kelley A Greenfield, University of South Florida

Perceptions of Police: Justice-Impacted and Non-Impacted Opinions

Author: Taylor Williamson, Fairmont State University

Contemporary Challenges Faced by Incarcerated Persons

A Case Study of Proposed Jail Expansion and Unmet Community Needs

Author: Abigail Miller, University of Maine

Locked Up During Lockdown: Mental Health Impacts of Prolonged Solitary Confinement During the Covid-19 Pandemic

Author: Shadid Maruna, Queen's University Belfast

Victim Blame Bias: Perspectives from Incarcerated Residents

Author: Kristan M. Budd, The Sentencing Project

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 405

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383

Session Code: 383
The state, nonstate actors, and human rights or related issues

Human Rights & The Private Security Industry: The Need for Alignment
Author: Brian Johnson, Grand Valley State University

Human Rights Violations in Counterterrorism: A Qualitative Study of Victim Experiences in Nigeria
Author: MARYA OLUYEA, Virginia State University Author: Festus Ozi, East Texas Baptist University

Policing Marginalized Groups: Transformative Comparisons of the Woman, Life, Freedom and RLM Movements
Author: Nosrtaf Hasen, Texas Woman's University Author: Amber O. Sosa, Texas Woman's University

The Zero Tolerance: Disability and Roots of Injustice Bias
Author: Ellen Wertlieb, Center for Community Justice (Schenectady, NY)

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 403

Challenges Women Face Coping with Imprisonment & Reentry

In Defense of Formerly Incarcerated Women: Addressing the Legal Consequences Upon Reentry
Discusssant: Craig King, Southern University and A&M College Discussant: Ashley Nicole Maryland, Southern University and A&M College Discussant: Geraldine Doucet, Southern University and A&M College

Justice-Involved Mothers: Coping with Imprisonment and Women's Resistance
Author: Katarzyna Cielinska, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Overcoming Challenges in Reentry for Formerly Incarcerated Women: An Overview of Recent Research
Author: Myleigh Clark-Armstrong, National Institute of Justice Author: Danielle Cimmins, National Institute of Justice

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 398

Victimization in School Settings

Examining the Lived Experience of Young Adult Survivors from the Stoneman Douglas High School Shooting
Authors: Grace Telesco, Nova Southeastern University School of Criminal Justice Author: Jennifer Allen, Nova Southeastern University School of Criminal Justice

Teacher Victimization and its effects on teachers' physical/mental distress and turnover intentions
Author: Byongsook Moon, University of Texas San Antonio Author: John McCauley, Rochester Institute of Technology Author: Guan Saa, Claremont Graduate University

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 402

Personnel Management

Building Police Leaders From the Ground Up
Author: Amy Spender, Trent University

Policing and Polarization: Exploring the Influence of Political Divisions on Law Enforcement Leadership
Author: Kimberley Blackman, Walden University Author: Lois Woods, Walden University

Location: Willidor Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 404

Police Stress and Suicides

Postvention Efforts in Response to Police Suicides
Author: Caitlin Lynch, Eastern Illinois University

Pulling Back the Curtain: Examining Better Metrics on Law Enforcement Officer Deaths by Suicide
Author: Daniel Lawrence, CNA Corporation Author: Jessica Doolittle, CNA Corporation Author: Karen Solomon, First H.E.L.P.

Stress in Policing: A Comparative Study of American and Czech Police Officers
Author: Tara O'Connor Shelley, Tarleton State University Author: LukaS Habich, Police Academy of the Czech Republic Author: Tomas Najman, Police Academy of the Czech Republic Author: Jiri Vilek, Police Academy of the Czech Republic
Author: Tomáš Maláka, Police Academy of the Czech Republic Author: Eva Hliněová, ECCE Prague Author: Rhonda R Dobbs, Tarleton State University

Location: Willidor Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 399

Citizen Perceptions of Police Funding, Fear, and Satisfaction

An Examination of Why Black Citizens are Against Police in the United States
Author: James Jones, Fairleigh Dickinson University

Examining the "George Floyd" effect on public satisfaction with the police in Canada
Author: Adam A Vaughan, University of Regina Author: Nicholas A Jones, University of Regina

Explanations of Citizen Attitudes and Support for Police
Author: Shamara Jabul Hoblin, Wayne State University Author: Ommeed Sich, Purdue University Northwest

Who is more or less likely to support defunding the police in America?
Author: Lisa Marie Nichols, Texas Woman's University

Location: Wilford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 400

Marginalized Community Perspectives in the Justice System

Black Women, Gun Violence, Activism and its Effects
Author: Regina Elizabeth Brognon, Norfolk State University

Evil White Shit – Looking at Racial Disparities in the Prosecution of Criminal Cases in Oklahoma
Author: Joshua V. Mcdaniel, Mississippi Valley State University Author: Shereil Veer Moss-Francis, Mississippi Valley State University

Racial differences in suicidal behaviors and post-suicide attempt treatment: A latent class analysis
Author: Cassiel D Lewis, University of Chicago Author: Gina Fedock, University of Chicago Author: Rachel Garthe, University of Illinois Author: Carol Ann Lee, University of Michigan

Racism, Colonialism, Punitive Decisions, & Empathy: Comparing Data from Periods of Unrest and "Rest"
Author: Henry Smart III, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Symbolic Racism and Punishment Attitudes toward Drug Offenders
Author: Crosby Hipps, W&J Institute of Technology

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 396
Domestic & International Terrorism

“Mas dos existen en todos latinos” Investigating Networked Cartel Violence along the U.S.-Mexico Border
Author: Jared R. Olmedo, Sam Houston State University
Author: Allison Grace Konrad, Sam Houston State University
Author: Bianca Acoosta, Sam Houston State University
Author: Michael Kilgore, Sam Houston State University

Attitudes Toward Terrorist Violence in Iraq
Author: Francis Danso Boateng, University of Mississippi
Author: Sulafa Tarig Al Shaalan, Al Qadessiya University
Author: Godwin Egbe, University of Mississippi

Determining Domestic Terrorist Attacks from 1995-2020: A County-level Comparison of Sociopolitical Factors
Author: Dhany Hbelen, Sam Houston State University
Author: Allison Grace Konrad, Sam Houston State University
Author: Cristal Hernandez-Avalos, Sam Houston State University
Author: Yan Zhang, Sam Houston State University

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 388

An Analysis of School-Based Mentoring Programs for Justice Involved at-risk Youth Across Several States

The New Normal: Higher Education in a Post-Pandemic Society

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 384

Demographic Issues in Sentencing

Demographic Differences in Federal Sentencing
Author: Ryan Cotter, United States Sentencing Commission

Disparities in the Sentencing of Violent Women: An Analysis of the Infanticide Law in Canada
Author: Mary McCluskey, Carleton University

Examining Life Sentences of Federal Human Trafficking Defendants
Author: Monica J. DeLaurent, Massachusetts Appeals Court

Gender Differences in Prosecutorial Decisions to Extend Plea Bargains
Author: Vivian Vivian-Arenda-Hughes, University of Colorado Denver
Author: Makayla Mohr, University of Colorado Denver
Author: Mario Cano, The University of Texas at El Paso

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 391

Exploring the Current and Future of Offender Risk Assessment System (RICJ-UC Session)

Speaker(s):
Author: Jeun Choi, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice

Translation Research into Practice: Identifying and Addressing Risk for General Recidivism
Author: Christopher D'Amato, University of Cincinnati Corrections Institute
Author: Myrinda Smith, University of Cincinnati Corrections Institute
Author: Tammy Dean, University of Cincinnati Corrections Institute

Translation Research into Practice: Lessons learned from implementation of the ORAS
Author & Chair: Myrinda Smith, University of Cincinnati Corrections Institute
Author: Tammy Dean, University of Cincinnati Corrections Institute
Author: Christopher D'Amato, University of Cincinnati Corrections Institute

An Overview of Criminal Risk Assessment Tools and Application in Korea
Author: Seung-Hoon Park, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice

Evaluating Risk Assessment Tools for Offenders with Mental Health Issues in the Korean Correctional System
Author: Yoon Soo Jung, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice

Location: Salon A-2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 392

An Overview of Restorative Justice Conferences

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Jeremy Olson, Penn State Wilkes-Barre
Presenter: Rebecca S. Serwer, Penn State Wilkes-Barre
Presenter: Steven Garmout, Penn State Wilkes-Barre
Presenter: Isabella Salvaggio, Penn State University, Wilkes-Barre

Location: Salon A-3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 395

Curriculum to Careers Program Design, Mapping, and Assessment

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Franz Walsh, University of Phoenix

Location: Salon A-4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 396

Outside Academia: Tips for Government Job Seekers

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Jonathan Lee, Penn State Harrisburg

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 397

The New Normal: Higher Education in a Post-Pandemic Society

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Karen S Miller, Northern Kentucky University
Discussant: Tammy S Garland, University of Tennessee Chattanooga
Discussant: Robert A Saver II, University of South Carolina Upstate

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 389

An Analysis of School-Based Mentoring Programs for Justice Involved at-risk Youth Across Several States

Speaker(s):
Discussant: Oscar L. Baard, Southern University and A&M College
Discussant: Geraldine Douzet, Southern University and A&M College
Discussant: Stephenie Nicole Addison, Southern University A&M College

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 391

Perkins Workshop: Maximizing Grant funding for Your Program

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Sigrid Williams, Norco College

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 384

Wrongful Convictions: Contributing Factors and Post-Exoneration Considerations

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Nicky Al Jackson, Purdue University Northwest
Discussant: Timmy Donald, Purdue University Northwest
Discussant: Andrew J. Sznovski, Aurora University
Discussant: Brandon Kooi, Aurora University

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 388
Life as an Academic: From Job Candidate to Full Time Academic

Speaker(s):
Chair: Jonathan Lee, Penn State Harrisburg Author: Patricia Dahl, Washburn University Author: Renee Lamphere, University of North Carolina at Pembroke Author: Helen Jin, University of Houston – Clear Lake Author: Olga Semushina, Tarleton State University Author: Nancy R Gartner, University of Wisconsin - Platteville

Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 393

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM CDT

Coffee Bar Friday Morning
Location: Lower Level Foyer and 3rd Floor Foyer, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 407

9:00 AM - 2:00 PM CDT

Jim Ruiz Employment Exchange Friday
Location: Mobley, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 409

Exhibit Hall Friday
Location: Continental Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 408

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM CDT

Alpha Phi Sigma Friday
Location: Continental Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 410

Alpha Phi Sigma Friday Breakout
Location: Grand Tradition, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 411

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM CDT

Expanding the Field of IPV, Cyberstalking, Phubbing, and Online Help-Seeking

A Latent Class Approach to Traditional Stalking and Cyberstalking: Profiles, Responses, and Help-Seeking Behavior
Author: Süjung Cho, Author: Insun Park, University of Akron

Digital Accessibility: An Examination of Intimate Partner Violence Shelters Websites
Author: Heejin Lee, Sam Houston State University Author: Jangwon Kim, Sam Houston State University

I See You: Evaluating Stalking at a Faith-Based Institution
Author: Leslie-Dawn Quick, Marshall University Author: Radscheda R Nobles, Winston Salem State University

Investigating the Relationship Between Partner Phubbing and Intimate Partner Violence Victimization
Author: Amanda Goodson, The University of Texas at El Paso Author: Egbert Zavala, The University of Texas at El Paso

Location: Salon A-1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 435

Minor Children, Juveniles, Adults, and the Elderly in Correctional Settings

Imprisoned Young Adults in Canada & Scotland: A Cross-National Comparative Study
Author: Carla Cesaroni, Ontario Tech University Author: Kaitlin Fredericks, Brock University Author: Kirsti Biddle, Trent University

Life Without Parole and Euthanasia: The Coming Crisis in Long-term Prisoner Discipline
Author: Joshua Long, UMass Lowell Author: James W. Marquart, Texas Christian University

The Juvenile Justice System in the Arab Republic of Egypt
Author: Sheila Sam, Prairie View A&M University

Women Incarcerated with Minor Children in Turkish Prisons and Jails
Author: Manvel Arican, Sam Houston State University

Location: Salon A-2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 426

Neighborhood characteristics, disorganization, and violence

Disorder or Disorganization: Which Moderates Street Walkability’s Relationship to Neighborhood Safety?
Author: Christopher Contioras, University of Massachusetts, Boston Author: John Patrick Moynihan, Northeastern University

Gun in 60 Seconds: Testing Crime Pattern Theory on Burglary of Vehicles for Firearms
Author: Christian Fritz, Texas State University Author: Kathryn Fritz, Texas State University

Measuring the Impact of Gentrification on Crime: A Trajectory Analysis of Harms
Author: Molly McDowell, Wayne State College Author: Danielle M. Farinone, Independent Researcher

Neighborhood Disorganization and Crime: The Marketing Roles of Exposure to Violence and Motivation to Succeed
Author: Heejin Lee, Sam Houston State University Author: Jangwon Kim, Sam Houston State University

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 407
Violence and Victimization
A Multi-City Spatial Analysis Examining Violent Crime, Social Disorganization, Broken Windows, and Routine Activities Theories
Author: Lauren Holman, Western Kentucky University Author: Kyle M Matsuda, Western Kentucky University
A Systematic Review of Ohio Domestic Violence Shelters
Author: Debra Fink, Ohio Northern University
Gun Culture and Male Supremacy
Author: Kalliyat Dalviyo, American University, School of Public Affairs
Juvenile Delinquency and Gangs
Author: Adriana Amos, Aurora University Author: Makayla Barnes, Aurora University Author: Brianna Williams, Aurora University Author: Aaliyah Alcala, Aurora University
Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 422

SROs & Policing Inside and Around Schools
An Examination of School Resource Officer’s Self-Perceptions of Role, Student Encounters, and Duties
Author: Alexandra Searcy, American University, School of Public Affairs
Do School Resource Officers Keep Kids Safe? What 24 Years of Research Tells Us
Author: Marcia Brehm, Iowa State University
Managing the Link Between School Zones and Neighborhood-Level Crime: Does Police Presence Matter?
Author: Kaya Anzar, Sam Houston State University Author: Anne Wingert, Sam Houston State University Author: Chia-Hung Lin, Sam Houston State University Author: Yan Zhang, Sam Houston State University
Officer Severity and Juvenile Court Outcomes across Arrest Location: Does Being Arrested at School Matter?
Author: Julianna K. Chida, University of Central Florida Author: Jennifer Pack, University of Central Florida
Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 427

Wrongful convictions and consequences of labeling
Informal and formal labeling: Examining the role of child maltreatment on individuals’ risk of recidivism
Author: Andrea Alick, Independent
Profiling Wrongful Conviction Cases: Analyzing Offense Types and Exonerees’ Characteristics
Author: Anja Avdija, Indiana State University Author: Amlak-I Foley, The GEO Group Author: Craig Spatara, The GEO Group
The Stigmatization of Applied Behavioral Analysis Services in Low Income Communities
Author: Shavonne Arthur, Seton Hill University Author: Myah Ricks, Seton Hill University
What are the Causes and Remedies of Wrongful Convictions?
Author: Audree Nicks, Independent
Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 428

Evaluation of Jail Alternative and Reentry Programs
An Evaluation of the Delivery of Services Provided by Case Managers with Lived-Experience
Assessing Alternatives: A Process Evaluation of Three Arrest and Jail Alternative Programs in Washington State
Author: Season Hoard, Washington State University Author: Travis Franklin, Washington State University Author: Cortney Franklin, University of Idaho Author: Christina M Sanders, Washington State University
Blending Evaluation, Implementation and Sustainability in Reentry Programs: A Toolkit for Evaluation and Sustainability
Author: Chass Montague, RTI International Author: Janessa Buck Willison, RTI International Author: Ranala Zalboocka, RTI International
Process Evaluation of a Jail-Based Cognitive-Behavioral Reentry Program
Author: Leanne F Alarid, University of Texas at El Paso
Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 434

Police Use of Force
Excited, Shocked, and Breathless: Taser Use and Prone Position on Excited Delirium Subjects by Police
Author: Vidisha Barua Worley, Lamar University
Risk Factors for Police Officers Involved in Officer-Involved Shootings: An Explanatory Analysis
Author: Zain Nazarsharian, Adrian College
Use of Force Among Law Enforcement Officers with a Military History
Author: Addison Escobedo, The University of Texas at Dallas Author: Quinn Gordon, University of North Alabama
Location: Willford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 436

Citizen Perceptions of Trust and Legitimacy in the Police
Campus Police Legitimacy and the Role of Procedural Justice
Author: Andrea Krieg, Elmhurst University
Enhancing trust in and perceptions of the police through EPJETS protocol: The Atlantic County RCT
Author: Nasser Mosta Sahin, Stockton University Author: Joel Caplan, Rutgers University Newark - School of Criminal Justice Author: Rob Voigt, Northeastern University Author: Manish Madan, Stockton University
Police legitimacy and trust: Media exposure and police encounters do matter
Author: Meng-Li Hsieh, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Author: Shun-Tung Kevin Wang, Tarleton State University Author: Ivan Sun, University of Delaware
Use of a police service’s social media and its effect on their perceptions of policing
Author: Nicholas A Jones, University of Regina Author: Adam A Vaughan, University of Regina
Location: Willford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 431
Marginalized Community Perspectives in the Justice System 2

Mental Health Initiatives to Prevent Crime: The Role of Public Attitudes
Author: Christina Mancini, Virginia Commonwealth University Author: Kristen M. Budd, The Sentencing Project

Perceptions of Court and Police Legitimacy and Latino Parents with Criminal Convictions
Author: Poppy Begum, Saint Louis University Author: Douglas Evans, Faneuil Dickinson University

Societal Views on Wrongful Conviction
Author: Aleja Contreras, Tiffin University

The Mediating Effects of Family Support and Relationship Change on Bonding in Incarcerated Men’s Relationship
Author: Eman Tadros, Syracuse University Author: Le Nguyen Anh Khoi, Syracuse University

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 429

Legislation: Punishment and Drug Use

“Society should empathize to a point”: Provider-based stigma and perceived barriers to care for PWUO
Author: Katherine McLean, Penn State Greater Allegheny Author: Jennifer Murphy, Penn State Berks Author: Nathan Knue, Penn State Altoona

Evaluation of a Court-Mandated Impaired Driver Intervention
Author: Angela Robertson, Mississippi State University

Not (Just) Darker! Vendor Response and Customer Perceptions Post Public Arrest: A Thematic Content Analysis
Author: Travis Jones, University of Central Oklahoma

Punishment or Treatment?
Author: Danielle DeW, Tiffin University

The Effects of Cannabis Legalization on Illegal Cultivation
Author: Eric L. Sevey, George State University

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 433

Immigration and Challenges: Crime, Perception and Policy

A Statistical Analysis of State-Level Protections for Immigrant Human Trafficking Survivors
Author: Angela Moreno Pina, Sam Houston State University, Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology Author: Aria Raza, Washington State University Author: Cassandra Mary Frances Young, Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Sam Houston State University

Getting the Facts Straight: An Information Experiment of Crime and Immigration Attitudes
Author: Haley Nicole Puddy, The University of Texas at Dallas Author: Alexander L. Burton, The University of Texas at Dallas Author: Cheryl Jonson, Xavier University

Immigration Status and Victimization Trajectories Using the Pathways to Desistance Sample
Author: Chris Guerra, The University of Texas at El Paso

Indirect Effects of Immigration Influx and Crimes on Electoral Support for Right-Wing Parties in Italy
Author: Suman Kakar, Florida International University Author: Elen Cohn, Florida International University Author: Mario Coccia, National Research Council of Italy

Language Accessibility in the Justice System: Preferred Services by Limited English Proficient (LEP) Persons
Author: Nancy Rodriguez Author: Melissa Martinez, University of California, Irvine

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 423

Victimization and Trauma

Proximity to Mental Health Access Points on Suicide Risk among Young Adults
Author: Sanjeev Sirpal, Université de Montréal and Vitality Health Author: Amanda Witwer, Michigan State University, School of Criminal Justice

Situational Prevention to Stop Child Sex Abusers
Author: Michael L Fischer, Norfolk State University Author: Brenda Geiger, Western Galilee College

Trauma among Justice-Involved Persons and Professionals in the Justice System: Progress and Peril
Author: Michelle P. Bratina, West Chester University of Pennsylvania Author: Suman Kakar, Florida International University Author: Ellen Cohn, Florida International University Author: Mario Coccia, National Research Council of Italy

Language Accessibility in the Justice System: Preferred Services by Limited English Proficient (LEP) Persons
Author: Suman Kakar, Florida International University Author: Ellen Cohn, Florida International University Author: Mario Coccia, National Research Council of Italy

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 424

The Interaction of Sentencing, Plea Bargains, and Charging Decisions

Do Children Matter? The Impact of a Child Victim on Sentence Severity
Author: Sarah Henry Davis, Penn State University, Department of Sociology and Criminology

Prosecuting Attorneys Charingo Decisions for Undocumented Defendants
Author: Mario Cano, The University of Texas at El Paso

The Verdict on Homicide: Examining Predictors to Homicide Prosecutions and Convictions
Author: Samantha Jane Trowbridge, Missouri State University Author: Jennifer LaPrade, Missouri State University Author: Ethan Amidon, Missouri State University

Varying Effects of Sentencing Guideline Relaxation on Downward Departure Usage Across Local Contexts
Author: Amanda Witwer, Michigan State University, School of Criminal Justice

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 432

Continuing the Conversation: Examining Contemporary Issues at the Forefront of Juvenile Justice – Part 2

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Robin D. Jackson, Prairie View A&M University Moderator & Discussant: Kimberly S. Meyer, Central Connecticut State University Discussant: Kimberly Chris, California State University, Sacramento Discussant: Shantae Motley, Texas Juvenile Justice Department Discussant: Amanda M Sharp Parker, Campbell University Discussant: Jennifer Coleman Noble, California State University, Sacramento Discussant: Kristen Russell, National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges

Location: Salon A-3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 418

Emerging Scholars, Students, We Want You . . . to Apply for Funding at NIJ!

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Angela Moore, National Institute of Justice

Location: Salon A-4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 414
Current Issues in Corrections: What's Trending in the American Study of Penology and Correctional Facilities

Speaker(s): Darren Keith Stoker, Cape Cod Community College  
Moderator & Discussant: Christopher James Utecht, College of Lake County  
Discussant: Charles Tucker, Southern New Hampshire University  
Location: Salon A-5, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 415

Teaching About Capital Punishment in Criminal Justice Programs

Speaker(s):  
Moderator: Stephanie Lippert, CSU Sacramento  
Discussion: George Klein, Western Connecticut State University  
Discussion: Tashi Haron, Niagara University  
Discussion: Paul Gormley, Lynn University  
Discussion: Denise Poulette Booth, University of Texas at Dallas  
Discussion: Jeffrey Rocke, East Stroudsburg University  
Discussion: Stacy Malicoot, Cal State Fullerton  
Discussion: David Bruce Taylor, Niagara University  
Author & Chair: Marla Sandys, TBD  
Discussant: Jennifer Coleman Noble, California State University, Sacramento  
Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 415

Revisiting Best Practices and Innovative Strategies in Probation

Speaker(s):  
Presenter: Melissa R Fanning, Hampton-Newport News Criminal Justice Agency  
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 412

Gender-Neutral Rape Myth Scale and LGBTQ

Speaker(s):  
Author: Jennifer L. Huck, Carroll University  
Author: Madeline Hanson, Carroll University  
Author: Hayley Cleary, Virginia Commonwealth University  
Author: Michael O'Grady, Virginia Commonwealth University  
Author: Amy Clifton-Mills, Virginia Commonwealth University  
Author: Hayley Cleary, Virginia Commonwealth University  
Author: Erik Alda, Marymount University  
Author: Minyeong Yoon, University of Texas at Dallas  
Author: Valeria Velazquez, Carroll University  
Author: Elke Drag, Carroll University  
Author: Jennifer L. Huck, Carroll University  
Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 420

Identity Barriers in Academia - Part 1 (Doctoral Summit Closed Session)

Speaker(s):  
Presenter: Desirae M. Butts, Stockton University  
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 413

The Effect of COVID-19 on Stops

Speaker(s):  
Author: MUSTAFA DEMIR, John Jay College of Criminal Justice  
Location: Wilfrid Room A, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 421

Intersections of Injustice: Understanding the Criminal Legal Experiences of LGBTQ Women of Color

Speaker(s):  
Moderator & Discussant: Susana Avalos, Old Dominion University  
Discussant: Briana Paige, Old Dominion University  
Discussant: Narissa Haakmat, Old Dominion University  
Discussant: Brianna Ovalle, Old Dominion University  
Discussant: Jennifer L. Huck, Carroll University  
Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 416

Engaging Criminal Justice Assignments and Activities Part I

Speaker(s):  
Moderator & Discussant: James Crawford, Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College  
Discussant: James Ledet, Tyler Junior College  
Discussant: Jason Leggett, Kingsboro Community College  
Discussant: Carterie Bernaby, CUNY Kingsborough Community College  
Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 417

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM CDT

Police Response, Efficacy, and Decision-Making

Evaluating police response times and neighborhood greenspaces in Richmond, Virginia  
Author: Amy Clifton-Mills, Virginia Commonwealth University  
Author: Michael O'Grady, Virginia Commonwealth University  
Author: Hayley Cleary, Virginia Commonwealth University  
Factors that affect the police decision making in domestic violence in Korea  
Author: Byungyeong Youn, University of Texas at Dallas  
Fatal Police Interactions with Suicidal Subjects: A Content Analysis  
Author: Jessica Corey, New Mexico State University  
Author: Quinn Gordon, University of North Alabama  
Police use of force during traffic stops: Does time and residency matter?  
Author: Nagin Zamani, Southern Illinois University Carbondale  
The Effects of Exogenous Factors on Police Efficiency: A Spatial Decomposition  
Author: Erik Alda, Marymount University  
Location: Salon A-1, Hilton Chicago  
Session Code: 457
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td>College Student and Campus Police Views on Crime and Justice</td>
<td>Author: Prashant Ravindra Sahu, Doctoral student, University of Cincinnati  \  Author: Joshua Cochran, Associate professor, University of Cincinnati  \  Author: John Woolfetidge, University of Cincinnati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Transformative Power of Education in Prison Reform</td>
<td>Author: Rachel M Peralez, DePaul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455</td>
<td>Ramifications of Schools Without ACEs &amp; Trauma Informed Care</td>
<td>Author: Michael D Denhof, Prison Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promising Research Strategies in Corrections</td>
<td>Author: Michael D Denhof, Prison Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equitable Prison Culture Assessment using the Prison Culture Assessment (PCA) and Good Citizenship Model (GCM)</td>
<td>Author: Michael D Denhof, Prison Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453</td>
<td>Prison Conditions, Prison Transiency, and Prison Reform</td>
<td>Author: Jennifer M Carpenter, Georgia State University  \  Author: Jasmine Kaz, University of New Haven  \  Author: David Myers, University of New Haven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Impact of Childhood Trauma on Criminal Justice Outcomes, and the Moral Disengagement of Adjudicated Juveniles</td>
<td>Author: Rachel L McConnell, Cleveland State University  \  Author: Ryan McMasters, Case Western Reserve University  \  Author: Bégan Center for Violence Prevention Research and Education  \  Author: Ryan Bokoch, Cuyahoga County Prosecutor’s Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>447</td>
<td>Community Needs and Procedural Responses</td>
<td>Author: Celia Sporer, Queensborough Community College  \  Author: David Myers, University of New Haven  \  Author: Savannah Taylor, Queensborough Community College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cybercrimes, Online Harassment, and Artificial Intelligence in Trials</td>
<td>Author: Jasmine Kaz, University of New Haven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applicability of Self-Control Theory in Preventing Cybercrime Offending and Cybercrime Victimization: A Systematic Review</td>
<td>Author: Seong-Sik Lee, Sungpil University  \  Author: Sohee Jung, University of South Carolina  \  Author: Jennifer M Carpenter, Georgia State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender Differences in the Effects of Patriarchal Family and Two Moderating Factors on Online Harassment</td>
<td>Author: Jasmine Kaz, University of New Haven  \  Author: David Myers, University of New Haven  \  Author: Savannah Taylor, Queensborough Community College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Made You Look: Prevalence of Cyberflashing</td>
<td>Author: Jasmine Kaz, University of New Haven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Understanding the Impact of Trauma-Informed Education on Oklahoma’s Justice System Workforce: A Mixed-Methods Evaluation</td>
<td>Author: Savannah Taylor, Queensborough Community College  \  Author: David Myers, University of New Haven  \  Author: Celia Sporer, Queensborough Community College  \  Author: Jacquie Craven, Queensborough Community College  \  Author: City University of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>Ramifications of Schools Without ACEs &amp; Trauma Informed Care</td>
<td>Author: Jasmine Kaz, University of New Haven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School Commitment Impact on Fear of Crime Victimization using Ferraro’s Risk Assessment Framework Among Youth</td>
<td>Author: Praveen N Boll, Virginia State University  \  Author: Myna Cribbin, Prairie View A&amp;M University  \  Author: Matthew J. Cribbin, Prairie View A&amp;M University  \  Author: Jennifer M Carpenter, Georgia State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School Security Measures and Academic, Behavioral, and Social Outcomes: Have the Associations Changed Over Time?</td>
<td>Author: Jasmine Kaz, University of New Haven  \  Author: David Myers, University of New Haven  \  Author: Savannah Taylor, Queensborough Community College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Cost of Challenging School Seclusion and Restraint Practices for Black and White Families</td>
<td>Author: Jasmine Kaz, University of New Haven  \  Author: David Myers, University of New Haven  \  Author: Savannah Taylor, Queensborough Community College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Understanding the Impact of Trauma-Informed Education on Oklahoma’s Justice System Workforce: A Mixed-Methods Evaluation</td>
<td>Author: Savannah Taylor, Queensborough Community College  \  Author: David Myers, University of New Haven  \  Author: Celia Sporer, Queensborough Community College  \  Author: Jacquie Craven, Queensborough Community College  \  Author: City University of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459</td>
<td>College Student and Campus Police Views on Crime and Justice</td>
<td>Author: Ashley Schroeder, American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Tell Us What Really Happened?” Assessing Rape Myth Acceptance in Criminal Justice Students and Police</td>
<td>Author: Ashley Schroeder, American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital Distortions: Crime Perceptions Among College Students</td>
<td>Author: Makal Mowatt, Pennsylvania State University  \  Author: Victoria Lisa Opp, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human Trafficking and College Life: The Correlation Between Police Perception and Student Growth</td>
<td>Author: Ashley Schroeder, American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Punishment, Punishment, and Politics from the College Student Perspective</td>
<td>Author: Ashley Schroeder, American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behind Bars: A Glimpse into the Harsh Realities of Prison Conditions</td>
<td>Author: Blake Jacob Ruhl, DePaul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Prevalence and Effects of Prison Transiency</td>
<td>Author: Prashant Ravindra Sahu, Doctoral student, University of Cincinnati  \  Author: Joshua Cochran, Associate professor, University of Cincinnati  \  Author: John Woolfetidge, University of Cincinnati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crime Perceptions Among College Students</td>
<td>Author: Makal Mowatt, Pennsylvania State University  \  Author: Victoria Lisa Opp, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human Trafficking and College Life: The Correlation Between Police Perception and Student Growth</td>
<td>Author: Ashley Schroeder, American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Punishment, Punishment, and Politics from the College Student Perspective</td>
<td>Author: Ashley Schroeder, American University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**New Directions and Updates on Crime and Justice**

- **Buckle Up: Analyzing Crime Discourse in the Bible**
  Author: Sarah Wilson, Marshall University

- **Exploring the Safety of Nyemaric Communities, Aerials**
  Author: Emma Crewe Dany, Ohio Northern University

- **Military Academies and Community Crime: An Expository Study**
  Author: Amber Richey, Indiana University Bloomington

- **The Epitome of a New Era: Where Heroes Become Zeros and Victims Become Villains**
  Author: Traci Harmon, Liberty University

- **To what extent does the reduction of police patrols affect crime rates**
  Author: Yusen Chang, University of Mississippi

**Location:** Salon C7, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 460

**Keynote General Session with NIJ and BJS**

**Speaker(s):**
Speaker: Nancy La Vigne, National Institute of Justice  
Speaker: Kevin M. Scott, Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Department of Justice

**Location:** International Ballroom North, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 448

**Types of Crime and Victimization 1**

- **American Desensitization: Reduced Reporting of Religious & Minority Hate Crimes**
  Author: Gabriel Goldberg, DePaul University/Criminology Department

- **Do Hackers Work in Teams? The Role of Social Networks in Ransomware Production**
  Author: Ekaterina Botchkarev, Northeastern University

- **Lethality Assessment Protocol: Challenges and Barriers of Implementation for Domestic Violence Victim Advocates**
  Author: Tanya Marie Grant, St. Mary's University

- **Lethality Assessment Protocol: Challenges and Barriers of Implementation for Domestic Violence Victim Advocates**
  Author: Goddert Egbe, University of Mississippi

**Location:** Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 460

**The COVID-19 Pandemic and Policing**

- **An examination of police stress in the Philippines during the COVID-19 Pandemic**
  Author: Sanja Kuhajik Inocenc, Michigan State University

- **The Impact of COVID-19 Lockdown on Crime Clearance**
  Author: Ali Roberts, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

**Location:** Willford Room A, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 451

**Problem-Oriented Policing Strategies**

- **Neighborhood Policing Plans: Pilot Phase II Findings Report (Pilot Site #2)**
  Author: Veifi Ortiz Solis, University of Baltimore

- **Unarmed Police in New York City**
  Author: Thomas A. Egan, St. Joseph’s University of New York

**Location:** Willford Room B, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 456

**Issues in Policing: Diversity, Affirmative Action, and the Effects of Police Patrols**

- **The United States of America v. Darren Seals**
  Author: Alexander Busch, University of Mississippi

- **To what extent does the reduction of police patrols affect crime rates**
  Author: Yusen Chang, University of Mississippi

**Location:** Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 460
Criminological Theory I

- Embracing CRT by Rejecting the Racial and Ethnic Categories Used by U.S. Prisons
  Author: Sydney Nicole Ingle, George Mason University
  Author: Millesette Oliva Craig, Sam Houston State University
  Author: Bryce Kushmerick-McCune, Sam Houston State University
  Author: Danielle Rudes, Sam Houston State University

- Hollywood versus Criminology: A comparative study of serial killers and gender differences
  Author: Kyle S. Smith, Western Connecticut State University

- How Optional?: The use of "Optional Services" in Juvenile Justice Reforms
  Author: Kayla Martsensen, The University of Illinois Chicago

- The effectiveness of mediators in conflict resolution
  Author: Tammy Unal, CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY
  Author: Mutlu Koseli, CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 445

Global Issues and Attitudes: Seeing Crime and Protections Differently

- Preliminary Scales for Measuring Public Confidence in Law Enforcement and Courts
  Author: Jin Pyo, California State University, Northridge

- Protection the Rights of Smuggled Sri Lankan Migrants in India under the Migrant Smuggling Protocol
  Author: Utpal Kumar Janadhagiri, University of Madras

- Seeing the same thing differently: Native and foreign residents’ perceptions of disorder in South Korea
  Author: Hyoju Lee, George Mason University

- The Impact of Terrorist Attacks on Victims
  Author: Jordan Bos, Flagler College

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 461

Developing Critical Learners Through Culturally Responsive Writing Intensive Course Design: Crime, Media and Public Opinion

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Phuong Thai-Garcia, National Louis University
Presenter: Douglas R. McCoy, National Louis University
Location: Salon C-4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 437

Are your assessments working for you?: An interactive workshop

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Kimberly D Dotson, University of Houston-Clear Lake
Presenter: Heather Alaniz-Sales, Sam Houston State University
Presenter: L. Nic Cabbage, St. Edwards University
Location: Salon C-5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 438

Collecting Information from People with Lived Experience to Inform Research Design, Analysis, and Dissemination

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: Sam Scaggs, RTI International
Location: Salon C-8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 443

Identity Barriers in Academia - Part 2 (Doctoral Summit Closed Session)

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Deanna M. Butts, Stockton University
Location: Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 438

Insurance Fraud

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Andrew Scannavino, Aurora University/Law Offices of Andrew J Scannavino
Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 440

Sex Work Versus Sex Trafficking: How Sex Trafficking Has Affected Prostitution Law & Arrests

Speaker(s):
Author: Elizabeth Carol-Marie Carlisle, American University
Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 442

Engaging Criminal Justice Assignments and Activities Part II

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Jessica Noble, Lewis and Clark Community College
Discussant: Ashley Fundack, Cecil College
Discussant: Darin Cygan, Morningside Valley CC
Discussant: Darren Keith Stocker, Cape Cod Community College
Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 441

Date: 12:30 PM - 2:00 PM CDT

ACJS Awards Luncheon (First Come, First Served)

Speaker(s):
Speaker: Anthony A. Peguero
Location: International Ballroom South, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 482

Date: 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM CDT
**IPV Help-Seeking and Institutional Responses**

**Call to Police Following an IPV Incident: Understanding Who Chooses to Call and Why**
Author: Melissa Lynn Kilmer, American University

**Domestic Violence Romanian Women Throughout the Pandemic in Chicago: Examinining Outreach and Impact Outcomes**
Author: Angela Gove, University of Colorado Denver; Author: Shannon E. Harper, Iowa State University; Author: Qing Li, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson

**Religious Practices and Intimate Partner Violence across the Black Diaspora**
Author: Kaseha Warren-Gordon

**Unveiling a Web of Trauma: Contextual Variables in the Lives and Relationships of Black Women**
Author: Sarah Noel Gatton, Old Dominion University

Location: Salon A-1, Hilton Chicago

**Session Code: 483**

**Prison Safety and Other Key Issues**

**A Comparative Examination of Key Issues Among Incarcerated Indigenous Populations**
Author: Matthew R. Hassett, University of North Carolina at Pembroke; Author: Renee Lamphere, University of North Carolina at Pembroke

**Collateral Sanctions: An International Comparative Study Based on RIPESS Project**
Author: Noela Corral-Maneset, National University of Distance Education, UNED; John Jay College, CUNY

**Fear and Knowledge of COVID-19 among Incarcerated Persons in Central America**
Author: Sebastian Galleguitos, John Jay College; The Graduate Center, CUNY; Author: Viva Pannag, John Jay College; The Graduate Center, CUNY; Author: Deborah Keadle, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

**Jeff Millso, John Jay College; Author: Veronica Micheli-Luciano, John Jay College; Author: Joel Capellini, John Jay College; Author: Laura Andrada, Instituto Universitario de Opinión Pública, Universidad Centroamericana José Simeón Cañas**

**Feeling Safe in Canadian Federal Prisons: A Longitudinal Analysis from the Correctional Officer’s Perspective**
Author: Marcela Siqueira Cassino, Assistant Professor in Criminal Justice, University of Winnipeg; Author: Rosemary Riccardelli, Memorial University of Newfoundland; Author: Kristina Kosciusko, Doctoral Student

Location: Salon A-2, Hilton Chicago

**Session Code: 486**

**Quantitative and Qualitative Examinations of Problem Solving Courts**

**Eyes on the Court and the “Get Tough” Era of Criminal Justice**
Author: Raymond John Spraggins, Saint Joseph's University; Author: Christopher Kelly, Saint Joseph’s University

**In Their Own Words: Examining the Experiences of Drug Court Participants**
Author: Catherine Moeller, University of Cincinnati

**Participants’ Experiences of a Drug Treatment Court: A Qualitative Examination**
Author: Jayden Richards, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee; Author: Alissa Sheenan, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

**Process Evaluation: An Analysis of DUI Court Observations and Interviews**
Author: Kaelin Share, Washington State University; Author: Arika Razaz, Washington State University; Author: Zachary Tees, Washington State University; Author: Craig Herrmann, Washington State University; Author: Mary K. Stoh, Washington State University

**Public Opinion on Prostitution Courts**
Author: Sage M Hart, University of Nevada Reno; Author: Ma Aubout Holbrook, University of Nevada Reno

Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago

**Session Code: 481**

**Place and Rurality 1**

**Crime Changes and Spatial Patterns: Examining Longitudinal Models of Crime across Cities in the U.S.**
Author: Xinghuang Lin, University of California, Irvine

**Crime from the Ground Up: How does stadium construction affect crime in surrounding areas?**
Author: Robert Gebler, University of Texas at Dallas; Author: Jordan Riddell, Missouri State University; Author: Joshua Hill, University of Southern Mississippi

**Crime in the Coastlands: Collective Trauma, Substance Abuse & Harm in Rural, Central Appalachia**
Author: Brooke Baker, Old Dominion University

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago

**Session Code: 475**

**Housing and Unemployment among Formerly Incarcerated People**

**A Problematic Frontier: Housing Policies and Reality of Formerly Incarcerated Persons**
Author: Denise Nation, Winston-Salem State University; Author: Jack Morell, Winston-Salem State University; Author: Daniel Rose, Winston-Salem State University

**A Process Evaluation of Village of Hope Transitional Housing Program in Bridgeton, New Jersey**
Author: Katherine Pugliese, John Jay College of Criminal Justice; CUNY Graduate Center; Author: Jeff Mellow, John Jay College

**Addressing Barriers to Housing in Reentry Programs: A Qualitative Study of Second Chance Act Grantees**
Author: Elizabeth L. Beck, Georgia State University; Author: Natasha Johnson; Author: Sammar Delgado, Georgia State University; Author: Victoria Helmsry, Georgia State University; Author: Susan A. McLaren, Georgia State University; Author: Alice Prendergast, Georgia State University; Author: Leigh Alderman, Georgia State University; Author: Lorenzo Almada, Georgia State University; Author: Brian Bride, Georgia State University; Author: Eric Najarian, Georgia State University; Author: William J. Sabo, Georgia State University; Author: Rainey White, Georgia State University

Location: Salon C8, Hilton Chicago

**Session Code: 484**

**Victimization in International Contexts**

**Analyzing the Influence of #MeToo Movements in Taiwan**
Author: Yu-Sheng Lin, National Taipei University; Author: Meng-Ru Shih, University of Southern Mississippi

**Mental Health Policies & Practice in the Caribbean: A Comparative Assessment of Abused Women Treatment**
Author: Anita Proctor, University of Mississippi

**Victims of Artificial Intelligence — A Challenge for Criminal Law**
Author: Karen Bruckmüller, Sigmund Freud Private University Vienna; Author: Stefan Schumann, Johannes Kepler University Linz

Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago

**Session Code: 482**
Police Perceptions of Victims, Force, and Job Role

“Sometimes Arrest Is Necessary,” The Role of Police in Responding to Overdose Calls
Author: Angela Bonocore, Palm Beach County

Council on Law Enforcement Officers and Community Engagement
Author: Michael Sutliewler, Missouri State University Author: Michael Rosler, Illinois State University

Legal, Organizational and Case Level Factors Influencing Officers’ Perceptions of Battery Victims’ Credibility
Author: Michelle Elssar, Iona University

Police officers’ attitudes toward the use of excessive force: Mediated by culture and discipline
Author: Jeong Lim Kim, Mercy University Author: Charles Lieberman, Mercy College Author: Yongsook Kim, Texas A&M, Kingsville Author: Illya Lichtenberg, Mercy University

Location: Willford Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 479

The Police Career

Outcomes of Personnel Police Officers’ Commitment in Taiwan: A Comparison of Job and Organizational Commitments
Author: Chih-Hung Lin, San Houston State University Author: Xingting Yang, Ball State University

Examining Internal Affairs Personnel Workload, Satisfaction, and Autonomy
Author: Thomas Moritz, University of South Dakota

Love/Abuse Study of Police Hires Retention, Behavior, and Self-Efficacy
Author: Aja Davis, University of Texas at Arlington Author: James Raskin, University of Texas at Arlington Author: Anne Nordberg, University of Texas at Arlington Author: Emily Nextends, University of Texas at Arlington

Perceptions of the Impending Transition from Police Work to Retirement: A Comparative Study
Author: Richard R Bennett, American University Author: Sandra K Baoer, Anerican University Author: Katie Dunn, American University

Location: Willford Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 472

Community Engagement and Police Strategies

Enhancing Police Legitimacy and Community Trust Via Community-Academia-Police (CAP) Collaboration: Progress Towards Interactive Partnership
Author: Anna Kohnke, University of Detroit Mercy Author: Charles E. Wilson, University of Detroit Mercy Author: Gregory Laidlaw, University of Detroit Mercy

Using Law Enforcement CIT Data to Develop Continuous Quality Improvement Partnerships with Community Providers
Discussant: Rodney Thomas, Case Western Reserve University, Bouon Center for Violence Prevention Research and Education Discussant: Anya Nazarenko, Case Western Reserve University Discussant: Ewa Zielinska, Case Western Reserve University

Who needs What? An Examination of Offender-Victim Patterns to Inform Community Violence Intervention Strategies
Author: Jessica Herbert, IDEA Analytics

Location: Willford Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 477

Marginalized Community Perspectives in the Justice System 3

“Bodies Aren’t a Political Issue” Women and Gender Expansive Individuals Confronting Abortion Bans in Texas
Author: Alyssa N Schellenberger, Texas State University

A Cultural Genocide? Exploring the Link between the Dehumanization and Criminalization of the Rajasthan People’s Livelihoods
Author: Lasedi Mashumba, Michigan State University School of Criminal Justice

Ability Check: What State Are Nominating Committees and Voters Assessing in Applications for State Judgeships?
Author: Sarah Harper, University of South Florida Author: Evan Saunders, University of South Florida

An Exploration of the Justice Involvement of Individuals Living in the Las Vegas Storm Tunnels
Author: Tejroz Tsegalovich, San Diego State University Author: Unia Borello, Boise State University

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 474

Patterns of Drug Use and Overdoses

Drug Use and Drug Overdoses: Impacts and Implications of the COVID-19 Pandemic
Author: Aja K Cook, Virginia Commonwealth University Author: Nancy A. Morris, Virginia Commonwealth University

Emerging Patterns in Opioid Overdoses in Oklahoma 2019-2021
Author: Emily Cervin, Northeastern State University Author: Julia Kent, Northeastern State University Author: Rebekah Doyle, Northeastern State University Author: James Hurst, Northeastern State University

Exploring Crime and Fentanyl Overdoses in Oklahoma 2019-2021
Author: Julia Kent, Northeastern State University Author: Emily Cervin, Northeastern State University Author: James Hurst, Northeastern State University Author: Rebekah Doyle, Northeastern State University

Opioids and the Battle for America’s Soul: A Truth Never-Ending War
Author: Eric Se, Methodist University Author: Christopher Sellers, Youngstown State University Author: Sarah Se, Methodist University

Location: Jester Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 480

Studies of hate crimes, discrimination, and sexual victimization

Experiences of Hate Crimes, Discrimination, and Stigmatization among Muslims: A Qualitative Analysis
Author: Tusha Bents, University of Arkansas at Little Rock Author: Robert Lyle, University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Female Arab teenagers’ involvement in violence: intersection of perceived ethnonational discrimination, sexual victimization, and peers
Author: Michael T. James, the University of Cambridge Author: Mara Krouy, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Would Conflict Approaches Work? An exploratory study on sexual misconduct by college professionals
Moderator & Discussant: Songyon Shin, Southeast Missouri State University Discussant: Joshua Shadrick, Southeast Missouri State University Discussant: Kristen Sobb, Southeast Missouri State University

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 478

Immigration and Critical Issues

Irregular Migrants: Challenges and Survival Modes of the Smuggled and Trafficked
Author: C. Nana Derby, Virginia State University

Settlement of Unaccompanied Child Migrants and Gang Incarcerate in the United States
Author: Feodor Godtlev, Bridgewater State University Author: Call Bloom, Bridgewater State University

The War on Smuggling as an Inflammatory Violence Pathway: Deadly Encounters at the Southwest Border
Author: Jia Lovic Mester, Old Dominion University

U.S. Customs and Border Protection Agents’ Use of Deadly Force: A Content Analysis
Author: Crista Hernandez-Ascencio, Sam Houston State University Author: Milhonette Oliva Craig, Sam Houston State University

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 465
Examining Discrimination and Hate Crime

**Author:** City Gossc, University of Cincinnati  
**Author:** Brookie Marston, University of Cincinnati  
**Author:** Krysta Knox, University of Cincinnati  
**Author:** Ben Feldmeyer, University of Cincinnati

Reducing Crime, Disorder, and Fear: A Study of Beat Policing in Dhaka

**Author:** FNU (First Name Unavailable) Nurunnahar, Researcher

Targeted Harassment of Faculty: A Roundtable Discussion

**Moderator & Discussant:** Amber Morczek, Nevada State University  
**Discussant:** Indigo Koslicki, Ball State University  
**Discussant:** Brianne Posey, California State University, Northridge

Postpartum Depression and Perinatal Mood Disorders: Emerging Concerns among Women in Law Enforcement

**Presenter:** Stephanie Tacopina, New York City Police Department  
**Presenter:** Vanja Radonic, New York City Police Department  
**Presenter:** Christina Gille, New York City Police Department  
**Presenter:** Gregory Mack, New York City Police Department  
**Presenter:** Adam Bloom, New York City Police Department  
**Presenter:** Lokesh Reddy, New York City Police Department

Reducing Crime, Disorder, and Fear: A Study of Beat Policing in Dhaka

**Author:** FNU (First Name Unavailable) Nurunnahar, Researcher

Researching Juvenile Incarceration and Its Impacts

**Author:** Nicole Zimbali, DePaul University

Engaging Students with Authentic Learning Experiences Using Literature and Outside Experts in Your College Class

**Presenter:** Nikki Smith, Grand Rapids Community College  
**Presenter:** Tiffany Dionne Kelly, Realtime/Survivor Advocate

The Insider Scoop: Graduate Student Experiences as Managing Editors

**Presenter:** Alessa S. Jurecz, Indiana University of Pennsylvania  
**Presenter:** Alessa Piaccaudio, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

NIU's LEADS Scholars: Bridging the Gap Between Police Practice and Research

**Chair:** Nancy LaVigne, National Institute of Justice

Developing Syllabi Focused on Equity, Inclusion, and Education

**Presenter:** Erika Jean Pichardo, Sacred Heart University

Who Are the January 6 Defendants? A Preliminary Examination

**Author:** Michael C. Gitz, Illinois State University  
**Author:** Madison E. Henness, Illinois State University  
**Author:** Jason S Byers, University of Connecticut  
**Author:** Hayley Munir, Illinois State University  
**Author:** Ethan D. Boldt, Endicott College

Assessing Public Punishiveness Toward Emerging Adult Sentencing

**Author:** Victoria Rivera Laugalis, Sam Houston State University

Plea Bargaining Has Replaced Criminal Trials Without Ensuring Fifth and Sixth Amendment Rights are Protected

**Author:** Chuck MacLean, Metropolitan State University School of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice

Violent Victimization of Asian Americans during the Covid-19 Pandemic

**Author:** Hyeseon Noh, University of South Carolina  
**Author:** Sohee Jung, University of South Carolina  
**Author:** Hunter M Boehme, University of South Carolina  
**Author:** Deena A. Isom

Navigating the Rough Path to Equitable Justice: Combining Risk Management, Evidence-Based Practices, Understanding Unintended Consequences, and Collaboration for Best Results

**Author:** Shaun L. Ward, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department

Procedural Justice and Crime Control: Latinxs Perception of the Minneapolis Police

**Author:** Giovanni Veliz, Hamline University

Assessing Public Punitiveness Toward Emerging Adult Sentencing

**Author:** Victoria Rivera Laugalis, Sam Houston State University

Reducing Crime, Disorder, and Fear: A Study of Beat Policing in Dhaka

**Author:** FNU (First Name Unavailable) Nurunnahar, Researcher

Who Are the January 6 Defendants? A Preliminary Examination

**Author:** Michael C. Gitz, Illinois State University  
**Author:** Madison E. Henness, Illinois State University  
**Author:** Jason S Byers, University of Connecticut  
**Author:** Hayley Munir, Illinois State University  
**Author:** Ethan D. Boldt, Endicott College

Assessing Public Punishiveness Toward Emerging Adult Sentencing

**Author:** Victoria Rivera Laugalis, Sam Houston State University

Plea Bargaining Has Replaced Criminal Trials Without Ensuring Fifth and Sixth Amendment Rights are Protected

**Author:** Chuck MacLean, Metropolitan State University School of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice

Violent Victimization of Asian Americans during the Covid-19 Pandemic

**Author:** Hyeseon Noh, University of South Carolina  
**Author:** Sohee Jung, University of South Carolina  
**Author:** Hunter M Boehme, University of South Carolina  
**Author:** Deena A. Isom

Navigating the Rough Path to Equitable Justice: Combining Risk Management, Evidence-Based Practices, Understanding Unintended Consequences, and Collaboration for Best Results

**Author:** Shaun L. Ward, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department

Procedural Justice and Crime Control: Latinxs Perception of the Minneapolis Police

**Author:** Giovanni Veliz, Hamline University

Applied Research for Recruitment and Retention: Evidence-Based Approaches for Addressing the Officer Staffing Crisis

**Author:** Ashley N. Wipfleretzki, Charleston County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council (CJCC)

Police, Clinical, and Academic Partnerships

**Author:** William Walsh, Yonkers Police Department

Location: Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago
**Criminology and Comicology: Creative Arts in the Criminal Justice Classroom**

**Speaker(s):**
Presenter: Kenny Lou, Loras College
Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 467

**Coffee Bar Friday Afternoon**
Location: Lower Level Foyer and 3rd Floor Foyer, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 487

**ACJS Executive Board Meeting Friday**
Location: McCormick Boardroom, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 488

**3:30 PM - 4:45 PM CDT**
**Leveraging strategies inside and outside of the criminal justice system to combat domestic violence**

**Domestic Violence Programming: Thinking for a Change Curriculum Evaluation**
**Author:** Melissa Kowalewski, Wisconsin Department of Corrections
**Author:** Aisal Meyer, Washington State University

**Malnourished Immigrants: Battered Muslim Women Resist**
**Author:** Brenda Geiger, Western Galilee College
**Author:** Michael L Fischer, Norfolk State University

**Police Reporting of Family Violence Among Hispanic Adult Women in the United States**
**Author:** Richard Powers
**Author:** Vanessa Centelles, University of South Florida

**Protecting Vulnerable Populations: Police Discretion and Mandatory Reporting in Children Exposed to Domestic Violence**
**Author:** Teresa Marie, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
**Author:** Alexs Kennedy, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Department of Criminal Justice

**Type of Abuse and Help-Seeking: A Comparative Study of Latina Woman Victims of Domestic Violence**
**Author:** Natalie Rose Rivers, Michigan State University

Location: Salon A-1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 500

**The System’s Impact on Youth Engagement and Experiences**

**Empowering Systems-Impacted Youth through Experiential Learning**
**Author:** Jessica Nicole Mitchell, AIMkids, Inc.
**Author:** Amanda M. Sharp Parker, Campbell University

**Author:** Raquel Rose
**Author:** New York University/Yale University

**Out-of-Home Care Experiences Among Children Whose Parents Have Experienced Eviction**
**Author:** Michaela E Goldsmith, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Location: Salon A-3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 509

**Wrongful Convictions, Innocence, and Corruption in Criminal Courts**

**Drugs and alcohol as an instrumental factor in wrongful convictions in homicide cases.**
**Author:** Belinda Latifly-Campbell, Texas A&M International University

**The Supreme Court’s Actual Innocence Problem**
**Author:** Nathan Goetting, Adrian College

**Toward a Theory of Integral Corruption in Colorado DUI Prosecutions.**
**Author:** Unisa Lerdtomornsakul, Chulalongkorn University

Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 510

**Security and Crime Prevention in the Global Context**

**Enhancing Child Safety, Implementing the Amber Alert System in Thailand**
**Author:** Utau Lerdthomwikaul, Chulalongkorn University

**Policing in Iraq: From Bremer to the Present**
**Author:** Nazli Ouassini, Prairie View A&M University

**The Evolution of Security Governance in Turkey from 2000 to 2023**
**Author:** Emin Mus, University of Richmond

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 504

**Place and Rurality 2**

**Fear of Crime in Small Towns: The Case of Elazig in Turkey**
**Author:** Husayn Cino, Iyi, Texas A&M International University
**Author:** Mehmet Oztasbas, Freelancer

**Geographical Heterogeneity in Opium Opiate Use Patterns in Rural America**
**Author:** Caroline Brooke Allen, University of Cincinnati/Lighthouse Institute

**Mountain Myths: Tracing the Appalachian Dystopia Through Film**
**Author:** Eoya Philipps, Marshall University
**Author:** Stephen T Yung, Marshall University

Location: Salon C7, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 502
Understanding and Responding to Victimization
Eating and compulsive disorders and their connection to sexual victimization: An exploration of disorder types
Author: Leah Dargle, Georgia State University  Author: Raven Beamer Moniz, Georgia State University
Police decision-making in sexual assault cases: A trust vs. utilitarian perspective
Author: Ashley K. Fesmier, University of North Dakota  Author: Haixue Jin, University of Houston - Cisar Lake
Recovering victimization and mental illness: The Role of Situational and Dispositional Factors
Author: Michelle N. Harris, University of Texas at Dallas
The Impact of Youth Race, Vulnerability, and Prior11 Arrest History on Child Sex Trafficking Decisions
Author: Taylor Petty, University of Southern Indiana  Author: Kristina Todorovic, University of Southern Indiana
Location: Salam C8, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 507

White Collar Crime
Corruption still exists: Prosecutors’ Actions after McDonnell v. US
Author: Kristine Artello, Fisher College
Enemy of the state? The dangerous role of the Pennsylvania Crime Commission
Author: Don Liddick, Penn State-Fayette
Export Control Violations: A Descriptive Analysis of BIS Enforcement Actions 2012-2021
Author: Pierre Rivotta, Mount St. Joseph University
How white is low-level white-collar crime? A comparison of fraud and street crime
Author: Matthew Caliness, Sam Houston State University  Author: Yan Zhang, Sam Houston State University
Location: Astoria Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 497

Police Perceptions of the Organization, Socialization, and Friendship
Pre-socialization to police profession: a comparative study from the United Kingdom and United States
Author: Mara (Miki) Haberfeld, John Jay College of Criminal Justice  Author: Gareth Lee Stubbs, Raddon Police Academy
Repeated Cross-Sectional Surveys on Oregon’s Law Enforcement Officers
Author: Mari Saiyema, Western Oregon University
The Friendship Networks of Police Officers
Author: Saida Hashimi, University of Nebraska Omaha  Author: Marie Ouellet, Georgia State University
Transforming policing from the inside out
Author: Eloise DeSouza Oliveira, Montclair State University
Location: Wilfred Room A, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 499

Women in Policing
30x30 Roundtable
Female Police Officers in Chinese Societies: Occupational Attitudes and Experiences
Author: Yile Wang, University of Delaware  Author: Ivan Sun, University of Delaware  Author: Jessica C-M Li, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Motherhood and Policing: A Phenomenological Study of Female Police Officers
Author: Kamesha "Niles" Andrews, UNT_Dallas  Author: Paul Reynolds, Caruth Police Institute at UNT-Dallas  Author: Richard "Rick" Hellers, The University of Texas at Tyler
Postpartum Depression and Perinatal Mood Disorders: Emerging Concerns among Women in Law Enforcement
Author: Stephanie Tocapania, New York City Police Department  Author: Vanja Radonic, New York City Police Department  Author: Christina Gilles, New York City Police Department  Author: Gregory Meck, New York City Police Department  Author: Adam Bloom, New York City Police Department  Author: Lokesh Reddy, New York City Police Department
Location: Wilfred Room B, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 505

Historical and Contemporary Issues in Policing
A Signal for Violence?: The Impact of Police Violence on Far-Right Terrorist Attacks
Author: Hope Lafferre, University of Massachusetts - Lowell  Author: Melissa E. Beauney-Coleman, University of Massachusetts Lowell
An Historical Account of Hermann Goldstein and O.W. Wilson
Author: Brandon Koo, Aurora University
Civilian Review Boards: Protests as Catalysts for Reform
Author: Chandler G. Robinson, The University of Utah
Elimination is not the answer: Modification is: An analysis of police performance and justified immunity
Author: Cheryl Pelletier, Jacksonville State University
Location: Wilfred Room C, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 506

Marginalized Community Perspectives in the Justice System
Atrocities to Imprisonment: A Study of Factors Influencing Imprisoned Population of Scheduled Castes in India
Author: Nilkko Silaphit, JIT Jodhpur
Connecting Spatial Violence to School Discipline Rates
Author: Daniel Elpad Trovato, N/A
Denigration Impact of Police Criminalization on Enabling Justice Outcomes
Author: Charles Lieberman, Mercy College  Author: Chelsea Bivins, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Evaluating Change in Police Legitimacy and Perceptions of Individuals with Substance Abuse Disorder and Officers
Author: Frederick A Williams Jr., Kentucky State University  Author: George Higgins, University of Louisville
Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 501
Youth and Mental Health

Burnt out: The effects of burnout and mindfulness practices among juvenile justice treatment providers
Author: Shantel Molley, Texas Juvenile Justice Department Author: Evan Norton, Texas Juvenile Justice Department Author: Christine Boudrot, Texas Juvenile Justice Department

How can we improve Reconciliation among Youths?
Author: Emma Kathleen Megen, University of Wisconsin Superior Emmi Megen

The inclusion of Crosscultural approaches in SNAP® Boys Youth Leadership Services: Practitioner and youth perspectives
Author: Kaaleen Fredericks, Brock University Author: John Mohanrud, Child Development Institute Author: Carla Cesarini, Ontario Tech University Author: Leena Augimeri, Child Development Institute Author: Margaret Walsh, Child Development Institute

The Influence of Social Bonds on Adolescent Drug Use
Author: Orozolanzl (Bo) Fenny, University of Alabama

The Intersectionality of Mental Illness and Juvenile Crime
Author: Melissa F. Kuende, Texas Southern University Author: Olumuyiwa-Ezekiel Soyile, Texas Southern University - Center for Justice Research Author: Oreoluwa Adewunmi Ladogo, Texas Southern University Author: Daniel Ninomiya, Texas Southern University

Location: Jotel Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 503

Advances and Innovations in Pedagogy 4

Service-Learning in the Criminal Justice Curriculum
Author: Carson Jacobson, Governors State University

The ACJS Doctoral Student Summit: Effectiveness and Impact
Author: Deanna M. Bonito, Stockton University Author: Monica Summers, California State University Fresno Author: Courtney Porter, Marymount University Author: Heather Pfifer, University of Baltimore Author: Jared R. Dimello, Sam Houston State University

The UNCCommon Course – Self-reflection in CJ Education
Author: David Schneider, The University of New Haven

Understanding the Intersection of Context and Criminology in Teaching and Learning
Author: Matthew Dylan Spencer, South Dakota State University Author: Amber Wilson, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Author: Riane M. Bolis, Radford University

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 498

Racial Disparities and State Actors

"No More Free Rides": When Capital Profits Off Racial Prejudice
Author: Casey Herrick, University of Illinois at Chicago Author: Ruben Ortiz, University of Tennessee at Knoxville

COVID, Race, and Crime: An Early Look at Racial Disparities in Arrest Data During COVID-19
Author: Calvin Proft, University of Cincinnati Author: Ben Feldmeyer, University of Cincinnati

Double Jeopardy In Flux: Double Jeopardy Standards in Question
Author: Katherine Polzer, Texas Christian University Author: James W. Marquart, Texas Christian University

Policing Apogee and the Intersection of State Violence in Racial and Regional Oppression
Author: Grace Simpson, Marshall University Author: Stephen T. Young, Marshall University

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 508

Establishing Effective Crime Prevention Strategies in Response to Crime in South Korea and the U.S.

Speaker(s):
Chair: Jason Cho, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice Author: Chair: Maria Garcia, National Institute of Justice
Understanding and Addressing Random Crime in Korea: Challenges and Progress
Author: Hyeong-min Park, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice
Seriousness Violence in South Korea
Author: Ha-wee Kim, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice
Evidence-based Research on Preventing Violence in U.S. schools
Author: Barbara Lopez, National Institute of Justice, U.S. Department of Justice Author: Jennifer Grotpeter, National Institute of Justice, U.S. Department of Justice

Location: Salon A-2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 496

Credit for Prior Learning Workshop: Addressing Equity Issues with Adult and Returning Students

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Sigrid Williams, Norco College

Location: Salon A-4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 490

Teaching When the Topic is You

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Carlene Barrady, CUNY Kingsborough Community College Discussant: Mashia Nicole Cooper, University of North Carolina at Charlotte Discussant: Robert Brown

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 493

"A Second Chance to Live": Turning Points in Social Bonds of Childhood Maltreatment Survivors

Speaker(s):
Author: Samantha Manuel, The University of Texas at Dallas Author: Lynne Vlassits, The University of Texas at Dallas

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 494

Forensic Interviews and Forensic Nurse Examinations as an ADA Accommodation

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Leigha Shoup, Adult Advocacy Centers

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 489
**Author Meets Critics: Fader’s On Shifting Ground: Constructing Manhood on the Margins**

**Speaker(s):**
- Author: Jamie J. Fader, Temple University
- Critic: Fader’s On Shifting Ground
- Author & Chair: Andrea M. Leverentz, North Carolina State University
- Author: Jason M. Williams

**Location:** PDR 1, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 495

**Dual Credit: Experiences from Community Colleges**

**Speaker(s):**
- Moderator & Discussant: Jessica Noble, Lewis and Clark Community College  
- Discussant: Anthony J. Nicolla II (he/him), Department of Criminal Justice, Salt Lake Community College  
- Discussant: Sarah Stashkiw, College of Lake County  
- Discussant: James Blair, South Texas College

**Location:** Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 491

**Popular Culture and Criminal Justice: A Roundtable**

**Speaker(s):**
- Moderator: Martin Alan Greenberg, Russell Sage College  
- Moderator: Kimberley Schanz, Stockton University  
- Discussant: Jillian Snider, John Jay College of Criminal Justice  
- Discussant: Natalia Tapia, Lewis University  
- Discussant: Adam Stearn, Curry College  
- Discussant: Andrew Kuo, North Carolina A & T State University  
- Discussant: Lynnet Talbert, Grand Rapids Community College  
- Discussant: Celia Sporer, Queensborough Community College-City University of New York  
- Discussant: Jeffrey Rush, University of South Alabama

**Location:** Lake Ontario, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 492

© 5:30 PM - 6:30 PM CDT

**Research and Pictorial Showcase Set-Up**

**Location:** Continental Ballroom, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 511

© 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM CDT

**ACJS Doctoral Summit Dinner (By Invitation Only)**

**Location:** Waldorf Room, Hilton Chicago  
**Session Code:** 512

© 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM CDT
Research and Pictorial Showcase & Reception

"Defusing Danger: Leveraging Dichotomous Frameworks for Optimal Police Responses to Threats"
Presenter/Author: Glen Andrew Haas, Utah State University

"SHIFT: Recruitment, Selection, and Training in a Post-"Defund the Police" Era"
Presenter/Author: Rhonda Kaye Delong, DePaul University/Criminology and Criminal Justice Department

An Analysis of the Executive Branch in State Supreme Court Elections
Presenter/Author: Simon Anders Gugel, Western Carolina University
Presenter/Author: Andy Hansen, Western Carolina University

An Assessment of School Safety Needs in Different Texas Educational Environments
Presenter/Author: Margaret Ashley Vaughn, Texas School Safety Center, Texas State University
Author: Kathlyn Kepac, Texas School Safety Center, Texas State University
Author: Lacrette Wight, Texas School Safety Center, Texas State University

An Environmental Scan of Human Trafficking Organizations in Ohio
Author: Jessica Swaim, Ohio Northern University
Presenter/Author: Tyler Chapman, Ohio Northern University
Author: Allison Clifford, Ohio Northern University
Presenter/Author: Maria Downing, Ohio Northern University

An Examination of "Firing Line" News in the Tri-State Era"
Presenter/Author: Nicole Peralta, Western Connecticut State University

An exploration of the trends and characteristics of officers who engage in profit-motivated crime
Presenter/Author: Audrey L. Hill, Bowling Green State University
Author: Molly A. Whetstone, Bowling Green State University
Author: Eric M. Cooke, Bowling Green State University
Author: Philip M. Stinson, Bowling Green State University

An In-depth Exploration on Gender Bias in Juvenile Delinquency Risk Assessment
Presenter/Author: Riley Starr, Michigan State University

An International Analysis of Empowering Efforts of Individuals Under Community Supervision to Improve Their Lives
Presenter/Author: Allison Auren, Michigan State University
Author: Natalee Rose Rowe, Michigan State University
Author: Merry Morash, Michigan State University

Analysis of Community Organization, City Investment, and Crime
Presenter/Author: Philip F. Austin, Old Dominion University

Arab American Contact with Police
Presenter/Author: Harold James Gellman, Wayne State University

Are You Solving Crimes, or Living Privacy?
Presenter/Author: Maize Lucile Brassch, Ohio Northern University

Assessing the nature and state of Wellness Programs in Law Enforcement
Presenter/Author: Matthew Petrocelli, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

Assessing the relationship between substance abuse & the severity/discovery of criminal offenses among juveniles
Presenter/Author: Sara Sundaram, Michigan State University

Attitudes toward Snitching and Detroit Residents' Willingness to Intervene in Crime Scenarios
Presenter/Author: Coeneia Forsyth, Eastern Michigan University
Presenter/Author: Margo McKenzie, Northeastern State University
Presenter/Author: Kaya Wol, Arizona State University
Presenter/Author: Jennifer Wardham, Wayne State University

Barriers to Justice: Survivor Perceptions of Sexual Assault Examinations and Victim Impact
Presenter/Author: Pres State, University of Southern Maine

Beyond domestic violence: Exploring factors influencing human rights perpetrated by women against family members
Presenter/Author: Jennifer Bond, Iowa State University
Author: Daniel Butler, Iowa State University

Breaking the School-to-Prison Pipeline: Empowering Youth Through Workforce Readiness
Presenter/Author: Alicia Marie Minardi, AMKids, Inc.
Author: Jessica Nicole Mitchell, AMKids, Inc.

Changes in qualified immunity and its impact on law enforcement
Presenter/Author: Angelo Brown, Arkansas State University

Community-Oriented Criminal Justice Research, Advocacy, and Education at Coppin State University, an HBO
Presenter/Author: Michael M. Berlin, Coppin State University
Presenter/Author: Johnny Rice, Coppin State University

Community Resilience and the COVID-19 Pandemic: The Role of Community-based Violence Prevention and Intervention Agencies
Presenter/Author: Ashley Brown, DePaul University

Comparing Maternal and Paternal Parenting Traits in Shaping Youth Resistance to Peer Influence
Presenter/Author: Tamar Carter, University Of Dayton
Author: Susan Kallen, University of Dayton

Comparing psychosocial characteristics of juvenile sex offenders to juvenile non-sex offenders
Presenter/Author: Gianna Rose Donato, Saint Vincent College
Author: Kayla G. Jachimowski, Saint Vincent College

Content Analysis of Immigration Media Coverage
Presenter/Author: Calle Burrow, New Mexico State University
Author: Carlos Posadas

Correlates of Juvenile Delinquency and Effective Interventions: A Review of the Literature
Presenter/Author: Mylissa Hedgeman, North Carolina A&T State University
Presenter/Author: Darren Beneby, North Carolina A&T State University

COVID-19 Impact on mental health and school risk factors in the Juvenile Sex Offender Program
Presenter/Author: Sam Metz, Michigan State University

Comparing Offender Skin Tone and Sentence Outcomes: A Systematic Review
Presenter/Author: Kimberly S. Meyer, Central Connecticut State University

Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) Model in Rural Areas
Presenter/Author: Jenny Wren, University of Central Oklahoma
Presenter/Author: Chunghyeon Seo, University of Central Oklahoma
Presenter/Author: Mi-yeg Cho, University of Central Oklahoma
Author: Hailey Arnold, University of Central Oklahoma

Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) Model in Rural Areas
Presenter/Author: Glen Andrew Haas, Utah State University

Domestic Violence: What predisposes someone to fall victim to domestic violence?
Presenter/Author: Juliana Kivisto, Hartwick College
Author: Cheryl Laura Johnson, Hartwick College

Effects of Marijuana Legalization for Community Corrections Agencies
Presenter/Author: Kimberly S. Meyer, Central Connecticut State University

Encroaching Gentrification and Female Victimization
Presenter/Author: Grace Enr Lewandowski, DePaul University

Equity Now: How the Success of DEI Initiatives Hang on Transforming Organizational Climate
Presenter/Author: Nicole Austin, AmKids, Inc.
Author: Jessica Nicole Mitchell, AmKids, Inc.

Examining Misinformation on Social Media Sites and the Characteristics That Predict Why It Spreads
Presenter/Author: Victoria Ward, Loyola University Chicago
Presenter/Author: Rhyen Alcon, Loyola University Chicago
Presenter/Author: Jolene Conner, Loyola University Chicago
Presenter/Author: Tenner Dudenstadt, Loyola University Chicago
Presenter/Author: Milka Georgieva, Loyola University Chicago
Author: Loretta J. Stalans, Loyola University Chicago
Author: Eric Chan-Tin, Loyola University Chicago

Examining Resilience and Fear of Crime Among El Paso Latinas
Presenter/Author: Carolina Licerio, University of Texas at El Paso
Author: Chris Guerra, The University of Texas at El Paso

Examining the effect of officer rank, gender, and criminal offense type on offense outcomes
Presenter/Author: Kayla H. Gützbracker, Bowling Green State University
Author: Eric M. Cooke, Bowling Green State University
Author: Philip M. Stinson, Bowling Green State University

Examining the individual agency and contextual characteristics that contribute to multi-arrests among police officers
Presenter/Author: Grace M. Radsworth, Bowling Green State University
Author: Eric M. Cooke, Bowling Green State University
Author: Philip M. Stinson, Bowling Green State University

Examining the individual agency and contextual characteristics that contribute to multi-arrests among police officers
Presenter/Author: Grace M. Radsworth, Bowling Green State University
Author: Eric M. Cooke, Bowling Green State University
Author: Philip M. Stinson, Bowling Green State University
Countering Threats to Public Safety

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago

Neighborhood-level perspectives on crime and analogous social injury

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago

Research and Pictorial Showcase Tear Down

Location: Continental Ballroom, Hilton Chicago

Assessing and Advancing Criminal Justice Education

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation as a Treatment for Opioid Dependency: A Randomized Controlled Trial

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago

Neighborhood-level perspectives on crime and analogous social injury

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago

Countering Threats to Public Safety

Location: POR 1, Hilton Chicago
Law Enforcement Decision-Making, Behavior, and Community Relations 1

- Community Immersion Training: Leveraging Police Academics to Reduce Crime and Improve Police/Community Relationships
  Author: Christie Jones, Franklin University

- De-escalation training for law enforcement: A nationwide program evaluation and call for change
  Author: Samantha Todi, University of New Haven

- The Reality of Bias in D.U.I. Arrests: An Analysis of Field Sobriety Test Performance and Outcomes
  Author: Quine Gordon, University of North Alabama

- Examining the Relationship between Fear of Loved Ones and Satisfaction with Police
  Author: Seokbeom Kim, Alfred State College

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 521

Probationers and Community Officer’s Experience with Supervision

- Are All Probation Violations Considered Equal? Understanding How Timing and Type Influence Recidivism Outcomes
  Author: Kenny M. Richmond, Lycoming College
  Author: Aaliyah Miranda-Lara, Lycoming College

- Does Live Coaching Increase Officer Proficiency with Core Correctional Practices?
  Author: Cara Ann Thompson, Cara Thompson Consulting

- Probation Officer Experiences with Virtual Supervision for High-Risk Populations
  Author: Jenna Wierzbicki, University of Central Florida
  Author: Jill Viglione, University of Central Florida
  Author: Michael Caudy, University of Central Florida

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 524

Law and Public Policy Section Showcase Panel Two: Marijuana Policy, Juvenile Justice, and Human Trafficking

- The Effect of COVID-19 on Mental Health Calls
  Author: MUSTAFA DEMIR, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

- Engaging Criminal Justice Assignments and Activities Part III
  Author: Cecile Mae Cuervas Cantlon-Ramos, OLP-CCJ

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 520

Learning Modality During Covid-19 Pandemic for The Criminology Program: Inputs to Enhance Instructional Approach

- Enforcing Title II of the ADA to Criminal Proceedings through Civil Litigation
  Author: Michael L. Perlis, New York Law School

- Examining Bias in DUI Arrests: An Analysis of Field Sobriety Test Performance and Outcomes
  Author: Deborah A. Hoffman, Disability Rights Connecticut/University of Connecticut School of Law

- Are All Probation Violations Considered Equal? Understanding How Timing and Type Influence Recidivism Outcomes
  Author: Samantha Tosto, University of New Haven

Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 515

Faculty Mentoring for Undergraduate Students

- Probationers and Community Officer’s Experience with Supervision
  Author: Cesare H. Kilburn, Yavapai College
  Author: Celia Sporer, Queensborough Community College
  Author: Anthony J. Nocella II (he/they), Department of Criminal Justice, Salt Lake Community College

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 517

Criminal Justice Education: Assessing Special Topics

- Engaging Criminal Justice Assignments and Activities Part III
  Moderator: Tiffany Kragnes, Yavapai College
  Discussant: Celia Sporer, Queensborough Community College
  Discussant: Anthony J. Nocella II (he/they), Department of Criminal Justice, Salt Lake Community College

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 534
Gangs and Youth Violence

The Expectations of the Police & Police Training: An Experiential Perspective
Author: Author:
Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 538

The Politics of Health

The UNESCO Definition of Underwater Cultural Heritage Is Flawed: Now What?
Author: Author:
Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 536

Property Crime: transportation, disasters, and neighborhood crimes

Author: Ronald Burns, Texas Christian University Author: Charles Crawford, Western Michigan University
Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 535

Policies, Procedures, and Leadership

Author: Christopher Wydra, Pennsylvania Western University
Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 532

Law Enforcement Decision-Making, Behavior, and Community Relations 2

Lack of ethics and professionalism in policing
Author: Anshangalast Judil Aphia, Human Police Policing Human (Ply) Ltd
Subway Crime in New York City: Perception versus Reality
Author: Andrew Costello, Monroe College Author: Paul Lichtbraun, Monroe College
The Expectations of the Police & Police Training: An Experiential Perspective
Author: Jason W Mazeski, Teachers College, Columbia University / New York City Police Department
What's Missing Matters: Examining Missing Data Problems in Sexual Assault Kit Data
Author: Alexandra Davis, Eastern Washington University Author: Shannon B. Harper, Iowa State University Author: Veronica Shepp, Montana State University Author: Erin O'Callaghan, Colorado State University Author: Jon Masci, University of North Dakota
Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 531
Reoffending During Reentry

Deinstitutionalization's Effects on Recidivism
Author: John O'Kane, University of Nebraska - Omaha Author: Baylee Allen-Fores, University of Nebraska Omaha Author: Zachary Hamilton, University of Nebraska Omaha

Cran Access or Individual Networks? Neighborhood Collective Resources & Reentry Success in Kentucky Limnology
Author: Elizabeth S. Boul, Meredith College

People or Places: Examining the Impact of Community Conditions on Reoffending During Reentry
Author: John J. Brent, Eastern Kentucky University

The Combined Effect of In-Prison Vocational and Socioemotional Training on Recidivism
Author: Tony Love, University of Texas at Dallas Author: Janet Stamatis, University of Kentucky

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 528

Campus Safety: Concerns and Strategies

Speaker(s):

Author & Chair: Michael L. Perlin, New York Law School
Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 544

Incorporating Experiential Learning in Criminology and Criminal Justice Courses

Speaker(s):
Moderator & Discussant: Jose Alfredo Torres, California Lutheran University Discussant: Omar Camarillo, Eastern New Mexico University Discussant: Eric Garmino, California State University, Northridge Discussant: Andrew Medrigel, Ph.D. Candidate, California Lutheran University

Author: Andrew Kuo, University of North Carolina - Asheville

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 546

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM CDT

Prison Industry & Architecture for a Correctional Environment

Reaching for Rehabilitation and Reintegration: Stakeholder Engagement for Change Management and Design
Author: Helen Ho, DLR Group Author: Lori Coppenrath, DLR Group

The Agricultural Prison Industry: A Scoping Review
Author: James Geck, Department of Justice Studies, University of Regina Author: Rosemary Ruccielli, Memorial University of Newfoundland

Transformational Architecture for a Correctional Environment
Author: Lori Coppenrath, DLR Group

Location: Salon C2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 549

Comparative Crime and Criminal Justice Issues

A Comparison Between Belgian Fan Violence and American Fan Violence: Is There a Striking Difference?
Author: Beth Ellen Adubato, Saint Peter's University Author: Frederic Vesentini, UCLouvain Author: Chiel Janssen, Université libre de Bruxelles

Comparative Street Children in Sub-Saharan African Countries (Ghana and Nigeria) and the West
Author: Kanjia Sherrif, Prairie View A&M University

Local Safety and Security in Rural and Urban Communities in Slovenia
Author: Gorazd Mesko, University of Maribor, FCJS

Location: Salon C3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 550

Bodies on Display: Issues of Structural Violence and Media On Sexual Violence

Emotional Constructs Related to Female Sex Offenders: Implications for Assessment and Curricular Development
Author: Robert Harrer, University of Louisiana at Monroe

Sexual Violence in the Media
Author: Meredith Spencer, Fisher College Author: Olivia Leo, Fisher College Author: Kelly Wallace, Fisher College

The Examination of Intimate Partner Violence in the Black Diaspora
Author: Kesha Warren-Gordon, Ball State University

Location: Salon C5, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 552

School Administrators, Staff, and Teachers: Pathways to Protection or Harm?

Classroom Disruptiveness and Racial, Ethnic, and Gender Disparities in Office Discipline Referrals
Author: Peter Scott Lehmann, Sam Houston State University

School Personnel Perception of School Safety and Preparedness in the United States
Author: Barbara Cook, Keiser University Graduate School Author: Jeff Daniels, West Virginia University Author: Frederick W. Turner II, Keiser University Graduate School Author: Gregory Vecchi, Keiser University Graduate School

Weapons at Schools: An Examination of School Safety in Connecticut Public School System
Author: Hasani T. Aslan, Western Connecticut State University Author: Anery E. Bernhardt, The Connecticut Center for School Safety and Crisis Prevention Author: Gabriel Lomas, The CT Center for School Safety and Crisis Prevention

Location: Marquette Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 554
The Complexities of Youth in Different Court Systems

Juvenile Life Without Parole After ‘Jones v. Mississippi’
Author: Richard Hubbard, New England College

Cross-national Comparisons of Juvenile Homicide Processing and Offenders
Author: Kathleen Heide, University of South Florida

Victimization and Vulnerability: The Adultification of Wrongful Convictions
Author: Patrick Webb, North Carolina A&T State University
Author: Dennis Savard, Saginaw Valley State University

Location: Joliet Room, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 548

Strains and Risk Factors for Drug Misuse

The Path from Childhood to Crime: Adverse Childhood Experiences, Personality, and Criminal Decision-Making
Author: Richard Stringer, Kennesaw State University

The Relationship Between Individual Developments of Risk Factors and Adolescent Polydrug Use
Author: Yu-Heng Chen, Temple University

The Role of Parental Attachment in Reducing Substance Abuse
Author: Shah Alam, Washington State University

Location: PDR 2, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 547

Fostering Resilience and Independence in Students

Speaker(s):
Author & Chair: David Alan White, Purdue University Global
Author: Mary Lannon, Purdue University Global
Author: Holli Vah Seliskar, Purdue University Global

Location: Salon C1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 541

Predict Youth Victimization Using Machine Learning

Speaker(s):
Author: Wenyi Wang, The University of Texas at Dallas

Location: Salon C4, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 543

Revisiting Self-Control Theory: A Longitudinal Analysis Using The Millennium Cohort Study

Speaker(s):
Author: Siyang Ni, Pennsylvania State University

Location: PDR 1, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 542

How to be an Effective Peer Reviewer

Speaker(s):
Presenter: Jacquelyn Fernholz, Routledge, Taylor & Francis
Presenter: Janice Joseph, Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
Presenter: Prabha Unnithan, Colorado State University
Presenter: Jennifer Peck, University of Central Florida
Presenter: Ryan M Labrecque, RTI International
Presenter: Hyeyoung Lim, University of Alabama at Birmingham
Presenter: Catherine Marcum, Appalachian State University
Presenter: Sheila Maxwell, Michigan State University

Location: PDR 3, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 539

Not Just Free Textbooks - How to find and use OER materials

Speaker(s):
Discussant: Frank Plunkett, Pierce College
Discussant: Suzanne Valentine-French, College of Lake County
Moderator: Christopher James Utecht, College of Lake County

Location: Lake Erie, Hilton Chicago
Session Code: 540